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Introduction

Economic growth is bound to energy consumption. Because anthropogenic emissions
of carbon dioxide result primarily from the combustion of fossil fuels, energy consumption is
at the center of the climate change debate.
In December 2009, the fifteenth session of the Conference of Parties to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP-15) was held in Copenhagen,
Denmark. After COP-15 there were no legally binding agreements to cut emissions,
nevertheless the key developed and developing countries negotiated a Copenhagen Accord in
its final session. Under the Accord, a process was established for countries to enter specific
mitigation pledges by January 31, 2010. The emissions mitigation pledges submitted by
countries pursuant to the Copenhagen Accord fall into two general categories: absolute
reductions of greenhouse gas emissions and intensity reductions, independent of economic or
material output [EIA].
The goals of the European Union for 2020 were set: “the renewable energies should
have a 20% share of the total energy production and the overall CO2 emission should be
reduced by 20%” [ERE].
Renewable energies are nowadays the fastest-growing source of world energy. High
projected oil prices, the concern about the environmental impacts of fossil fuel use and strong
government incentives for increasing the use of renewable energy in many countries around
the world have improved the prospects for renewable energy sources worldwide [EIA].
One way to achieve the proposed international goals is the use of photovoltaic solar
energy, or more simply photovoltaics (PV). This is a method of generating electrical power by
converting solar radiation into direct current electricity using semiconductors that exhibit the
photovoltaic effect. Photovoltaic power generation employs solar panels composed of a
number of solar cells containing a photovoltaic material. Materials presently used for
photovoltaics include monocrystalline silicon, polycrystalline silicon, amorphous silicon,
cadmium telluride, and copper indium gallium selenide/sulfide.
“The demand for solar electric energy has grown in average 30% per annum over the
past 20 years through a rapidly declining of costs for production and price of this energy. This
decline in cost has been driven by economies of manufacturing scale, manufacturing
technology improvements, and the increasing efficiency of solar cells” [SBZ].
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The growth rate of PV during 2011 reached almost 70%, an outstanding level among
all renewable technologies [EPI].
“Bulk crystalline silicon dominates the current photovoltaic market, in part due to the
standing of silicon in the integrated circuit market. In particular, silicon's band gap is slightly
too low for an optimum solar cell and since silicon is an indirect gap material, it has a low
absorption coefficient. While the low absorption coefficient can be overcome by light
trapping, silicon is also difficult to grow into thin sheets. However, silicon's abundance, and
its domination of the semiconductor manufacturing industry has made it difficult for other
materials to compete” [PVE].
This work is based on crystalline silicon and more specifically on monocrystalline
silicon. It explains the necessary processing steps to create a solar cell from a crystalline
silicon substrate. These substrates called wafers are thin slices of semiconductor material
formed of highly pure, nearly defect-free single crystal material.
One process to form crystalline wafers is known as Czochralski growth. In this
process, a cylindrical ingot of high purity monocrystalline silicon is formed. The technique
uses a seed crystal which is pulled from a melt. The ingot is then sliced with a wafer saw and
polished to form wafers. A silicon solar cell that is optimum in terms of light trapping and
very good surface passivation is about 100 µm thick [PVE]. However, other thickness
between 200 and 500 µm are typically used, in part for practical issues such as making and
handling thin wafers, and partly for surface passivation reasons.
Most of the used wafers in this work were about 200 µm with a base doping varying
from 1-3 Ω·cm. Wafers are cleaned with diluted acids to remove unwanted particles, or repair
damage caused during the sawing process [WIK]. They are further processed to become solar
cells.
Improving solar cell efficiencies while simultaneously lowering the cost per solar cell
is an important challenging goal of the photovoltaic research and development. Possible ways
to achieve this goal are:
1. Novel methods for the purification of crystalline silicon or the use of cheaper
substrates.
2. Higher efficiencies using advanced processes, e. g. selective emitter structures.
3. Thinner wafers and higher power output using bifacial solar cell concepts.
4. Innovative solar cell concepts like IBC, Plasmon enhanced absorption, texturing,
tandem hybrid systems.
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This work is based on the concept presented in point number 3 and it has moreover
used 1 and 2 concepts in different research stages. It began with the optimization of boron
diffusion, necessary process to create this type of bifacial structure.
After several attempts of process sequences and optimization of most fabrication steps,
a final device was presented. It was published in 2010 by the author [CD2]. The device can be
produced with good reproducibility and reliability of the results in a large quantity, within a
small range of satisfactory efficiencies for the front side as well as for the rear side.
Once this goal was achieved, we have tried to use a low quality material (Solar Grade
Silicon) to show the performance of this concept.
In a more advanced step we have developed the selective emitter on boron diffusion
by means of laser doping. This new process was studied and published in 2009 by the author
[CD1].
An important challenge about this type of silicon solar cells which is of special interest
was the way these devices are measured. The peculiarity of the measurement problem is the
fact that the daily standard industrial measurement systems influence the solar cell results.
From this experimental discovery a thorough study was conducted, showing where and how
big the influence of the measurement system is. A solution and guideline is proposed to avoid
mistakes when measuring bifacial solar cells and other light passing- through devices.
Selecting some of the finished bifacial solar cells we constructed bifacial solar
modules, using different transparent front and rear foil sheets. Measurements using these
modules were performed in Italy and in the city of Konstanz in southern Germany. Under
several variations of measurement conditions, the modules have exceeded our expectations of
performance showing their maximum potential. Some of the results have already been
published [CD1, CD2, CD3, CD4]; others are presented in this work.
Finally, some applications of this type of photovoltaic devices are shown in an
illustrative manner to expand the imagination and to show their potential within the current
PV market.
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Chapter I

Bifacial Solar Cells, High Efficiency Design

1.1

History of Bifacial Solar Cells
It is difficult to write about bifacial solar cells without mentioning the Spanish

professor Andres Cuevas. Even though he is not the inventor of the device, he first accredited
an efficiency of 12.7% for a 4 cm2 area device. He has also worked many years with his group
in Spain in this field. While working in Australia he wrote a historical resume in 2005. He
included many types of bifacial solar cells [CUE]. In this section several paragraphs will be
taken from this article, as well as newer publications.
In 1977, the first publications about bifacial solar cells appeared at the First European
Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conference. The devices had an efficiency of 7% and it was
presented by two research groups from Mexico and Spain.
Bifacial solar cells can be classified according to the number of their junctions [CUE]:

1.1.1 Bifacial double junction cells
Mori [MOI], a Japanese researcher has proposed in 1960 a bifacial solar cell with a
collecting pn junction on each surface of a silicon wafer, thus forming a p+np+ structure, as
shown in Fig. 1. His idea was to increase the conversion efficiency of silicon solar cells,
limited at the time by the diffusion length of minority carriers. In that case, the second pn
junction at the rear side would improve the collection efficiency for long-wavelength photons.

Fig. 1: n-type Si double junction bifacial solar cell
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According to Cuevas [CUE], “Mori’s patent describes the possibility of producing
double-sided illumination by means of a vertical and a horizontal mirror, in a dihedron
arrangement. At the same time, measurements of solar cells with a p-n junction on both sides
of a low resistivity Si wafer were being reported in Russia.
Many researchers have worked since on transistor like solar cells, in most cases with
an n+pn+ structure. In a display of craftsmanship, Hitachi researchers [OH1] fabricated in
2000 transistor-structure cells with a 21.3% front and 19.8% rear efficiency.
If the rear junction is left in open-circuit, the device will operate like a back surface
field (BSF) solar cell, with the floating junction helping to reduce recombination at the
surface”.

1.1.2 Bifacial back surface field solar cells
They present a homopolar pp+ or nn+ junction on the opposite surface to where the
heteropolar pn junction is located (see Fig. 2). In 1970 Iles [ILE] has published for the first
time that a drift field produced by a heavily doped region reduced recombination at the back
surface and improved Voc.
Also in 1970, in Russia the first BSF cell was actually a bifacial cell, which was
patented by Bordin et al [BO1]. Later, the first experimental results were published together
with a theoretical explanation of the role of the BSF in suppressing surface recombination
[BO2].

Fig. 2: BSF bifacial solar cell

For this device type, a combination of boron and phosphorus diffusions had been used
to make BSF cells. Later in 1978 the importance of surface passivation was demonstrated by
Fossum and Burges [FOS], increasing the efficiency considerably.
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Most of this work is based on this type of cells and fabrication details will be shown in
this Chapter, numbers 1.3 and 1.4.

1.1.3 Bifacial cells with dielectric passivation
A conventional solar cell is composed of a n-type and a p-type region. If the full rear
metal is replaced by a grid and the inter-metallic space is passivated with a dielectric, it is
possible to make a bifacial cell, as shown in Fig. 3. This simple n+p structure was proposed in
1977 by Chevalier and Chambouleyron [CHA, CHE].

Fig. 3: Bifacial single junction cell

The innovation of the device was that the rear metal made direct contact with the ptype substrate on a restricted area, while most of the rear surface was passivated, which is the
essential innovation attributed to the well known PERC (Passivated Emitter Rear Contact)
solar cell.
With the development of PECVD silicon nitride passivation it was possible in 1987 to
make bifacial solar cells with efficiencies of 15% and 13.2% under front and rear
illumination, respectively [JAE].
There was a newer approach in which both diffusions, p and n were made using
phosphorous and boron containing pastes [BUE]. However, the needed temperatures to create
the diffusion overpassed 900°C and moreover the homogeneity of the diffusion along the
surface was not satisfactory. Other approaches are related to co-diffusions, in which one of
the diffusions was merged to the other to have only one high temperature step [WAN].
This work was mainly developed on p-type substrates, but in some cases examples of
n-type substrates will be presented as well.
6

1.2

Monofacial vs. Bifacial
To understand the bifacial structure presented in this work (1.1.2 type) it is important

to know first the monofacial structure that paved the way to bifacial ones.
A monofacial silicon solar cell was performed at ISC Konstanz according to the
following steps: the process started with a silicon substrate (wafer), p-type with a resistivity of
0.5-3 Ωcm and about 200 µm thickness, removal of saw damage and texturing it in a chemical
bath. The wafer then continued a cleaning step followed by a consecutive phosphorous
diffusion. In this step, the pn+ junction was formed. The front side of the wafer was passivated
using silicon nitride, and the metal contacts were screen printed, on the front side using silver
metal paste and on the rear side using aluminum paste. The metal paste was dried and finally
the wafer fired in a belt furnace. In this step, the metal contacts were formed and the wafer
was transformed into a solar cell. In order to avoid short circuit between the emitter and the
rear side metal contact of the solar cell, the edge isolation was performed using laser
technology.
In Table 1 the steps for the monofacial vs. the bifacial process are presented. The
details of the bifacial process will be explained more in detail.
Table 1: Comparison of steps between mono and bifacial process for a p-type wafer.

Monofacial

Bifacial

Saw damage removal and wafer
cleaning

Saw damage removal and wafer
cleaning

-

BBr3 diffusion and in-situ oxidation

-

SiO2 / SiNx stack on the rear side

Texturization

Front side etch back / Texturization

POCl3 emitter diffusion (60 Ω/sq)

POCl3 emitter diffusion (60 Ω/sq)

PECVD SiNx ARC front side

PECVD SiNx ARC front side

Screen printing front side

Screen printing front side

Screen printing rear side

Screen printing open rear contact

Co-firing and Edge isolation

Co-firing and Edge isolation
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Basically, two more steps are needed to transform a monofacial cell process into a
bifacial cell process from a silicon substrate, but these steps are more complicated than the
standard steps.
In the following sections, an explanation of every step to manufacture bifacial solar
cell is presented in the way they were used. It includes the theory behind the process steps.
There are several alternative processing sequence steps, and using other technologies.
In some cases, these technologies will be named to show the alternative processes.

1.2.1 Saw damage removal and wafer cleaning
Saw damage is created during the wafer sawing step of the bricks and must be
removed before the wafer processing starts. A solution of Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) of about
20% concentration is heated up to 80°C and the wafer is etched in the solution during 5
minutes to remove about 4-6 µm of silicon from each side of the surface. Normally this
process takes place in a wet bench in a clean room environment. The resulting surface has no
saw damage and it is polished.
The metallic impurities are further removed in hydrogen chloride (HCl) bath and then
the wafer is dipped in 2% concentrated hydrogen fluoride (HF) to make the wafer surface
hydrophobic. For phosphorous diffusion or other steps this cleaning is sufficient but if the
next step is boron diffusion, an extra cleaning step is needed to prevent the oven from
contamination at high temperatures. It consists of a solution of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and
sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and it is called IMEC bath or piranha bath:
IMEC = H 2 O2 + H 2 SO4

(1)

This bath creates an oxide that removes the impurities from the surface. These
impurities are removed in a second HF dip, completing the exhaustive cleaning. After this, the
wafer is taken out from the bath and dried in a Nitrogen (N2) air furnace at about 80°C during
15 minutes.
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1.2.2 Boron diffusion and in-situ oxidation
Boron diffusion is the most decisive step in the solar cell process to create the back
surface field, when working with p-type substrates and to create the emitter when working
with n-type substrates. This needs to be explained in detail, as follows:
The diffusivity of boron is much lower than that of phosphorous. Higher diffusion
temperatures or longer processing times have to be applied for the boron diffusion. Therefore
this process has to take place before the emitter diffusion, to avoid further diffusion of
phosphorous atoms. As both diffusions are carried out in an open tube furnace, the opposite
side of the wafer has to be protected to secure single sided diffusion or the diffused layer of
silicon has to be etched off on one of the sides afterwards [KRA].
“Diffusion describes in general the controlled spread of particles from regions of
higher concentration to regions of lower concentration. In the case of the semiconductors, it
creates the pn junction. The time dependence of the statistical distribution in space is given by
the diffusion equation”: [WIK]
∂N ( x , t )
∂ 2 N ( x, t )
= D⋅
∂t
∂2x2

(2)

“where N ( x, t ) is the concentration of the diffused element at a respective time t in a
respective position x and D is the diffusion coefficient. In general D is not constant, but
dependent on the material and the temperature” [WIK]. It can be described as follows:

D = D0 ⋅ e

− Ea
kT

(3)

“The values D0 and the activation energy E a are in this case constant and depend on
the material. When the differential equation (2) is solved assuming a simple case of diffusion
with time t in one dimension (taken as the x-axis) from a boundary located at position x = 0 ,
where the surface concentration is maintained at a value N s , the diffusion profile is revealed
in the form” [WIK]:

N ( x, t ) = N s ⋅ erfc

x
2 Dt

(4)
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“where erfc is the complementary error function. The length

2 Dt

is called the diffusion

length and provides a measure of how far the concentration has propagated in the x -direction
by diffusion in time t ” [WIK].
As can be found in [WIK]: “the concept of diffusion is related to that of mass transfer
driven by a concentration gradient. When carriers are bouncing around randomly, there are
more places for them at low carrier concentration areas than at high concentration areas. The
net movement of carriers is therefore from areas of high to low concentration. If we presume
random movement over time, the carriers will become evenly spread across the space through
random motion alone. Since raising the temperature will increase the thermal velocity of the
carriers, diffusion occurs faster at higher temperatures”.
PV Education [PVE] explained: “one major effect of diffusion is that, with time, it
evens out the carrier concentrations in a device, such as those induced by generation and
recombination, without an external force being applied to the device”.
There exist many modes to deposit a precursor on a surface; it can be deposited by
screen printing, roller printing, spin-on or spray on coating, atmospheric pressure chemical
vapor deposition (APCVD), among others. Once the precursor is on the surface, high
temperature is needed to step up diffusion; this can be done for example in an in-line (belt)
furnace or a tube furnace. In our case, the used system to produce the diffusion is the tube
furnace diffusion, the scheme shown in Fig. 4.
A quartz boat is loaded with the wafers as shown in Fig. 4, where the left side receives
first the gas flow once in the tube. To prevent inhomogeneity of the diffusion on the wafer
surfaces, “dummies” wafers are placed in the beginning of the boat, so the gas flow has more
space to smooth turbulences once it reaches the boat with the wafers. The dummies are
usually not processed after completion of processing, but they normally have the same
characteristics as standard wafers.
Turbulences are a problem in this process because they deposit the precursor
inhomogeneously as a larger amount of precursor is accumulated in the corners of the wafers
than in the center, resulting in a less homogeneous distribution. This effect can be seen with
naked eye before the boron glass silicate is removed from the wafers.
There are two main possibilities to load a wafer in a boat, every wafer in one slot or
two wafers in one slot, also called “back to back”. When one wafer occupies one slot, both
sides will be diffused in the oven, in a relatively similar way. If the wafers are diffused back
to back, the inner side will not be diffused as the outsider side as shown in the left side picture
in the Fig. 5. Nevertheless in the case of boron, the diffusion will penetrate into the inner side
10

also, but in an uncontrollable inhomogeneous manner, being very strong in the contour of the
wafer, as can be seen in the picture, different from the front side.

Fig. 4: Scheme of a boron tube furnace diffusion and picture of the boat with wafers loaded

Many experiments were performed to determine how many dummies are adequate to
reach good diffusion homogeneity along the boat and all over the wafer surfaces. The results
are shown in the plot of Fig. 5: sheet resistance average over the whole surface vs. wafer
position along the boat (front and rear side, not back to back diffusion). For this experiment, a
sheet resistivity of 65 Ω/sq was pretended, revealing that at least five dummies are needed to
have a stable homogeneity along the boat. For all cases the homogeneity distribution over the
wafers shows a standard deviation lower than 5%. In standard runs five to ten dummies were
used at the beginning of the boat and three at the end.
The term sheet resistance is used to characterize diffused layers. Rsheet is defined as
the ratio of resistivity to sample thickness. Rsheet = ρ d , where d is the thickness of the
sample. The carrier gas flow and temperature are two important parameters affecting the
resulting sheet resistance.
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The solubility limit of boron in silicon is 3.3 x 1020 /cm3 at 1100 °C and hence it can
achieve an active surface concentration as high as 4 x 1020 /cm3 [GHA]. Therefore boron can
penetrate deep into the silicon to form thicker back surface fields.
According to Kessler [KES]: “the BBr3-based open-tube furnace boron diffusion
process can be divided into two sequences: deposition and drive-in. During deposition a gas
mixture that is initially at room temperature enters the heated furnace, where a batch of silicon
wafers is located. The gas mixture is composed of Oxygen (O2), Nitrogen (N2) and
Borontribromid (BBr3). The N2 acts as a carrier gas for liquid BBr3”. Upon entering the
furnace the gas mixture heats up and BBr3 and Oxygen are reacting according to the following
chemical process [GHA]:
4 BBr3 (g) + 3 O2 (g) → 2 B2O3 (l) + 6Br2 (g)

(5)

The liquid B2O3 deposits on the silicon wafer surface. The chemical reaction with the
silicon surface produces SiO2 and elemental boron according to reaction (6):
B2O3 (l) + 3 Si (s) → 4 B (s) + 3 SiO2 (s)

(6)

Fig. 5. Left: picture of a back to back diffused wafer, front and rear side.
Right: sheet resistance of a non back to back diffusion versus the position along the boat considering
the front (FS) and the rear side (RS).
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As it was explained by Kessler [KES]: “the SiO2 is partly dissolved in the liquid B2O3,
resulting in a mixed-phase B2O3-SiO2 system (BSG). Mainly during the second diffusion
sequence, drive-in, a temperature activated process, the elemental boron diffuses according to
the boron concentration gradient into the silicon wafer as well as into the BSG system”.
During this process a very high concentration of boron can occur at the surface of the wafer
that transforms a surface layer of the silicon wafer into a Si-B compound (the boron rich layer
(BRL)), according to the following reaction [PIN]:
Si + 6 B → SiB6

(7)

The compound Si-B and its composition were investigated by various authors. They
suggested different compositions like SiB4 [ARA] or SiB5 [DOM] but most literature [PIN,
ARA] suggested this compound being of SiB6 composition.
Due to the process of the diffusion, a layer with a high concentration of boron silicon
is created on the surface of the wafer. This layer is called “boron rich layer” or BRL and it
must be removed so the wafer can be hydrophobic, a necessary condition to continue the solar
cell process.
The recombination of minority charge carriers in BRL is high. Recombination is a
negative factor which produces losses in the solar cell. For this, it is important to remove the
BRL before continuing with the process.
The BRL layer is difficult to remove, even in solutions like HF or other acids. For this
reason, an in-situ oxidation step is included during the process after the boron deposition.
Table 2 shows one example for this diffusion process, the mostly used within this work.
If this step is not performed, the BRL is almost impossible to remove. This is one of
the main reasons why boron diffusion is considered a complicated process.
The solubility of boron in silicon oxide is higher than in silicon, so the boron on the
silicon diffuses into the silicon oxide. In this way the concentration of boron will be reduced
and therefore the carrier concentration on the direct surface is lowered. This direct surface is
oxidized.
After the sequence process of Table 2, BRL can be completely removed after 5
minutes in HF, leading to a hydrophobic surface and allowing us to continue with the
processing steps.
When the oxidized BRL layer is removed with HF a hydrophobic surface is obtained.
According to Reiche [REI]: “this surface has unique properties, i.e., has a good resistance to
chemical attacks and a low surface recombination velocity, which means a surface with a very
13

low density of surface states. The etching of the oxide is assumed to be a 2-step process. First,
most of the oxide layer is rapidly dissolved in HF, forming Si F6

2−

ions in solution. During

the second step, anodic dissolution of the last monolayer of oxidized silicon ( Si n + with

n = 1, 2, 3 ) occurs, resulting in a hydrogen-passivated surface”.

Table 2: Boron diffusion steps

Process Step

Approx. Time

Approx.
Temperature

Involved gases

Stabilization

10 min

810 °C

N2, O2

Ramp up

15 min

Increasing

N2, O2

Stabilization

10 min

950-1100 °C

N2

Deposition

20 min

950-1100 °C

N2, O2, BBr3

Drive in 1

50 min

950-1100 °C

N2

Oxidation

5 min

950-1100 °C

O2

Drive in 2

10 min

950-1100 °C

N2

Ramp down

30 min

Decreasing

N2

The surface concentration of the boron diffused layer is in the range of 1.5 x 1020 /cm3
and a good depth range would be between 0.2-0.4 µm. To measure the different
concentrations of the charge carriers in the back surface field (or in the emitter),
electrochemical capacitance voltage (ECV) depth profiling technique is performed. In Fig. 6
three different diffusion profiles are shown resulting from the boron diffusion procedure as
presented above. They were measured with ECV for three different deposition temperatures.
The challenge of a good diffusion is that it should be easy to be passivated, but at the
same time it must be deep enough to have a good contact formation in the region. These
factors are always a compromise. At the same time it is important to consider the time needed
for the process, as well as the energy consumption, which is related to the higher temperature
the process must reach. All these elements must be put in balance to create a stable process in
which the result is a homogeneous diffusion all over the wafer surface, and also along the
whole range of the positions in the diffusion oven.
14

Fig. 6: Three different boron diffusion profiles measured by ECV technique.

In this work, many different parameters were tested to create a more industrial process,
reducing the diffusion maximum temperature and the complete diffusion time; achieving very
good results in terms of homogeneity.
After the diffusion the boron silicate has to be removed to continue the processing of
the wafers. A HF solution is used where the wafers remain during five minutes. After this
time, the surface of the wafers is completely hydrophobic.
It is important to point out at this stage, that the boron diffusion in p-type solar
substrates will create the back surface field or rear side of the cell. A back surface field
consists of a higher doped region at the rear surface of the solar cell. “The interface between
the high and low doped regions behaves like a p-n junction and an electric field forms at the
interface which introduces a barrier to minority carrier flow to the rear surface. The minority
carrier concentration is thus maintained at higher levels in the undoped region and the BSF
has a net effect of passivating the rear surface” [PVE].
In this type of devices there exists an indirect contribution from long wavelengths
entering the device from the front side of the structure which contribute to the current
generation at the rear side of the device, including the moving electrons into the bulk. In the
same way photons entering the device from the rear will directly contribute to this generation.
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Due to the high temperatures used in the boron diffusion, this process is not suitable
for multicrystalline material. Thin wafers are difficult to handle and a large breakage rate is
observed after this process.

1.2.3 Silicon Oxide (SiO2) / Silicon Nitride (SiNx) stack layer
The plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposited (PECVD) silicon nitride (SiNx) is
widely used to passivate the surface of crystalline silicon wafers. It has been shown by
Mihailetchi [MI1] that to passivate boron diffused surfaces (p+) it is more effective to use a
double layer composed by silicon dioxide SiO2 and silicon nitride SiNx since it improves the
quantum efficiency of the final solar cells, overall in the range of wavelengths below 700 nm.
The SiO2 layer is a thin film (approx. 15 nm) of silica grown on the wafer surface via
thermal oxidation, with high chemical stability. Thermal oxidation of silicon is usually
performed at a temperature between 800 and 1200°C, resulting in so called High Temperature
Oxide layer (HTO) [WIK]. Ultra high purity steam can be used instead of O2 to reach higher
growth rates at lower temperatures. In this case it is called wet oxidation. The reaction is the
following:

Si + 2 H 2 O → SiO2 + 2 H 2 ( g )

(8)

“The oxidizing ambient may also contain several percent of hydrochloric acid (HCl).
The chlorine removes metal ions that may occur in the oxide. Thermal oxide incorporates
silicon consumed from the substrate and oxygen supplied from the ambient. Thus, it grows
both down into the wafer and up out of it. For every unit thickness of silicon consumed, 2.27
unit thicknesses of oxide will appear. Conversely, if a bare silicon surface is oxidized, 44% of
the oxide thickness will lie below the original surface and 56% above it”. [WIK]
The oxide layer is very thin, nevertheless it is an important element to better passivate
+

the p doped surface. It can improve the solar cell efficiency (once they are finished) up to 1%
absolute in comparison with similar cells processed only using PECVD SiNx for passivation.
The thermal wet oxidation process takes place in an industrial furnace, similar to the
diffusion furnaces. Many wafers can be processed at the same time, using the quartz rack or
boat which enters the oxidation chamber from the side and the wafers are positioned
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vertically, the same as during the boron diffusion (Fig. 4). In this case, on both sides of the
wafers an oxide layer over the boron diffusion is grown.
“The main benefit of holding the wafers vertically is that it prevents dust
contamination, overall when they are stored outside the furnace. The uniformity of the grown
oxide could be improved by positioning the wafers horizontally in specially designed furnaces
to prevent convection and temperature gradients which allows a maximized uniformity of the
layer over the surface”. [WIK]
Before entering the oven, the wafers must be cleaned following the explained
sequence in Section 1.2.1 but NaOH is not used this time, because the wafers are already
polished. Starting from HCl, HF followed by piranha cleaning, the wafers are cleaned and
dried to be oxidized in the furnace.
After oxidation, the wafers look exactly the same as before. The color does not change
because the thin oxide layer is transparent. At this stage, both surfaces of the wafers are
covered with this thin oxide layer. The layer can be easily removed in a solution of diluted HF
or by another removing method.
Once this delicate process is finished, the wafers are taken directly from the oven to
the PECVD machine to create on top of the oxide the SiNx layer leading to the characteristic
blue color of the crystalline silicon solar cells. In a standard cell process, after SiNx deposition
the substrates are ready to be printed, but in our case this stage marks the completion of the
rear side of the device to be further processed.
In our case, the stack layer oxide-SiNx serves as passivation and anti reflection coating
for the boron diffused surface but also protects the rear side of the device against
contamination when processing the front side of the device. Since there are several coming
steps where the SiNx layer may be deglazed due to HF procedure, a study was performed to
determine the best thickness of this layer so it will remain blue after finishing the cell process.
The SiNx process allows us to create a one side layer and to control the thickness of
the layer according to our requirements. The details of the SiNx layer composition will be
explained in section 1.2.6.

1.2.4 Etch back front side and Texturization
On top of the rear side of the device there is a thick layer of SiNx of about 200 nm.
The color is not blue, nevertheless is homogeneous over the whole wafer surface. It passivates
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and protects the boron diffusion beneath. On the front side of the device there is a thin layer of
silicon oxide covering the boron diffused layer. These two layers must be removed before
continuing to the next diffusion step because a front diffused-free surface is necessary,
otherwise the phosphorous dopants coming in the next step can not penetrate to diffuse into
silicon and form the emitter of the cell.

Fig. 7: Cross section of the substrate before and after etch back and texturization (not to scale).

To etch back the front side of the substrate, the silicon oxide layer is first removed in a
HF solution during approximately 2 minutes. After this time all the oxide is removed, not the
boron diffusion.
The thickness of the boron dopants is approximately 1 µm, as can be extracted from
Fig. 6. To make sure all the boron diffusion is detached from the substrate surface, approx. 10
µm of the surface is removed. During 10 minutes, a 20% NaOH solution heated at 80 °C is
used to remove the boron, not affecting the rear side of the device, protected by silicon nitride
(which is not removed in NaOH solution). In a similar case (see section 1.2.1) the resulting
surface is polished silicon. The substrates are then ready to be texturized.
The texturization of silicon surfaces can remarkably reduce the surface reflectance to
achieve high conversion efficiency. For monocrystalline silicon solar cells, an un-isotropic
etch is used to form a pyramidal structure that can trap the light inside the cells by internal
reflection. The etchant is the heated (approx. 78°C) solution mixture of potassium hydroxide
(KOH, approx. 2% concentration) with water and isopropyl alcohol (IPA, approx. 4%
concentration). “In those etch solutions; IPA can help not only to remove hydrogen bubbles
but also to promote the formation of big pyramids” [ZHE]. This texturization takes place in a
wet bench where the wafers are completely submerged. Thanks to the PECVD layer
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protecting the rear side of the device, the texturization takes place only on the front side of the
structure.
The used texturization acts very effectively for (100) crystal silicon surface
orientation. It can reduce the reflection of the surface from about ~30% to below 10%. There
exists some other texturization techniques such as mechanical abrasion, masking,
photolithography, Remote Plasma Source (RPS) etch, Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) among
others which are more effective in other applications.

1.2.5 Phosphorus diffusion
After texturization, the wafers remain in the wet bench to be cleaned. This cleaning
step includes HCl and HF dip only because the metal contamination is not dramatic as in the
case of boron diffusion. The wafers are dried and loaded in the quartz boat, fed into the
diffusion furnace in a similar process as for boron diffusion. For p-type substrates, the n-type
emitter is diffused using phosphoryl chloride (POCl3). The maximum temperature in this
process reaches about 850°C and the time is normally shorter than for boron diffusion, taking
only one and a half hour; an important factor is, that phosphorous diffusion is a more
industrial process than boron diffusion.
In addition to the liquid phosphoryl chloride (POCl3), nitrogen (N2) and oxygen (O2)
are used. The carrier gas N2 is allowed to pass through a bubbler containing POCl3 at room
temperature. This carrier gas transports the POCl3 vapor into the diffusion furnace and
phosphorus pentoxide (P2O5) is formed on the wafer surface, which acts as a diffusion source
for the subsequent phosphorous diffused into the silicon wafers. The reaction is described in
the following equation:
4 POCl3 + 5 Si → 2 P2 O5 + 6 Cl 2

(9)

According to Sze [SZE]: “the chlorine created after the chemical reaction serves as a
gettering agent. During the process phosphorous silicate glass is formed that has to be
removed later on, using weak chemical solutions”.
It is important to point out that at this stage, the “standard diffusion recipe” changes
according to the market possibilities and discoveries. For example when this study started in
2008, the alleged value for this diffusion was 55-65 Ω/sq because it was a good balance
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between surface recombination and good metal paste contacting. Today with the development
of passivation layers and the overall progress in the metal pastes development it is possible to
use a 70 or 80 Ω/sq “standard diffusion” since it leads to better results than the previously
mentioned parameters. This is nevertheless, a reference value in our process and not an
extensive part of this study since it is focused in other aspects than on phosphorous diffusion.
As it was explained by Jones [JON]: “The diffusivity of phosphorous is explained as a
vacancy dominated diffusion. It exhibits three distinct regions of behavior, as can be seen in
Fig. 8.

Fig. 8: Phosphorus diffusion profile and vacancy model [JON].

In the phosphorus profile illustrated in Fig. 8 three regions can be distinguished: the
high concentration region where the total phosphorous concentration exceeds the free carrier
concentration, a kink in the profile and a tail region of enhanced diffusivity”.
The intrinsic diffusivity of phosphorus is given by [FAI]:

Di = 3.85 e
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−3.66

kT

cm 2 s

(10)

Boron diffusion mechanism has been explained in several theories and it is mostly
described as a self-interstitial by a vacancy mechanism under no-oxidizing conditions. The
nature of boron and phosphorus diffusions is not the same and this can be seen in their
diffusion profiles.
While the phosphorus diffusion can lead to a gettering effect when working with ptype substrates, the boron diffusion may be responsible for degradation of the carrier lifetime
in the bulk. Nevertheless, it even improves the bulk resistivity for n-type substrates [MI2].
After this diffusion, phosphorus glass silicate is formed which must be removed before
being passivated. A HF dip of about 2 min is sufficient to achieve this goal.

1.2.6 Anti reflection coating silicon nitride SiNx front side
The anti reflection (AR) coating consists of a Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor
Deposition (PECVD) SiNx:H layer. Its role is not limited to AR function, but it provides
surface and bulk passivation as well. The bulk passivation is achieved by the release of
hydrogen from the SiNx:H film during the sintering of the metal contacts. A standard SiNx
layer thickness can vary from 70 to 75 nm with a refracting index of about ~2, leading to the
characteristic blue color of crystalline silicon solar cells [ARU]. In a previous point (section
1.2.3) a thicker layer was needed, because it will be removed after the HF baths necessary to
clean the wafers for further processing.
The 70-75 nm thickness of the SiNx:H provides minimum reflection at around 600-650
nm, corresponding to the maximum spectral emission of the sun between 400-700 nm where
most of this radiation is being absorbed by the solar cell surface. This is required by the
matching law. A quarter wavelength antireflection coating, a transparent coating of thickness
d 1 and refractive index n1 , such that

d1 =

λ0
4n1

(11)

will, ideally, cancel the light reflected from the top surface by interference effects from the
light reflected at the coating-semiconductor interface [WIK].
At this stage the silicon substrates have a blue color on both sides, but the front side is
distinguishable because it looks a bit darker due to the texturization which makes the surface
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less reflecting. The rear side is polished because during the fabrication, it is very difficult to
create a texturization on both sides. We have preferred the front side, since it will receive
most of the solar radiation. Furthermore it is also instrumental for the conversion of light into
electricity by the generation of charge carriers. In Fig. 9 examples of two wafers are shown.
One was polished and the other textured. The measured reflectance is compared, before and
after SiNx deposition.

Fig. 9: Measured reflection of two wafers with different etching techniques and compared before and
after silicon nitride deposition.

1.2.7 Screen printing
According to PV Education [PVE]: “Photons incident on the surface of the structure
will be either reflected from the top surface, absorbed in the material or transmitted through
the material, having a second possibility to reach the back surface field or simply leaving the
device [MAR]. When they are absorbed, the energy of the photons must be equal to or greater
than the band gap of the material. Absorbed photons excite electrons into the conduction
band, creating an electron-hole pair. The moving electrons can not generate a current, electric
contacts are needed to feed it into an external circuit (or load)”.
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The metal contacts for our solar cells are made using screen printing and consecutive
firing. There exist some other techniques to create metal contacts like roller-printing
technique, ink-jet printing, evaporation or plating among others, but in this work, screen
printing technique was the only one used for the front and rear sides.
As can be found in Wikipedia [WIK]: “screen printing is a technique that uses a
woven mesh to support an ink-blocking stencil. The attached stencil forms open areas of a
mesh, that transfers ink or other printable materials which can be pressed through the mesh as
a sharp-edged image onto a substrate. A squeegee is moved across the screen stencil, forcing
or pumping ink past the threads of the woven mesh in the open areas.
Screen printing is also a stencil method of print making in which a design is imposed
on a screen of silk or other fine mesh, with blank areas coated with an impermeable
substance, and ink is forced through the mesh onto the printing surface. It is also known as
silkscreen, serigraphy, and serigraph printing”.
1.2.7.1 Front side
The front side of the structures is printed with silver, the same material and grid
pattern as the one used for standard (monofacial) solar cells. This is because the bifacial
structure we present in this work uses the front side of a p-type solar cell and it only changes
the rear side to have more chances to capture reflected light coming from the bottom.
There are several supplier companies who provide silver metal paste for solar cell
technology but the composition of these pastes is in a simplified way, silver powder,
additives, glass frites, solvent and resin in a specific mixture.
As explained by PV Education [PVE]: “the design of the top contact involves not only
the minimization of the finger and busbar resistance, but the overall reduction of losses
associated with the top contact. These include resistive losses in the emitter, resistive losses in
the metal top contact and shading losses. The critical features of the top contact design which
determine these losses are: the finger and busbar spacing, the metal height-to-width aspect
ratio, the minimum metal line width and the resistivity of the metal”.
A standard screen printed finger is about 20 µm in height and 90-140 µm in width.
The amount of paste on 125x125 mm2 substrates should be about 110 mg in order to
guarantee low series resistances and therefore good fill factors. The screen printed fingers and
busbars cover about 7-8% of the active area causing shading losses.
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Several concepts like buried contact solar cells or metal wrap through cells and others
can reduce the shading losses due to the metallization of the front side but they imply other
more cost effective processes and they will not be included in this review.
1.2.7.2 Rear side
For the rear contact of a monofacial solar cell aluminum paste is used, covering most
of the rear side of the wafer surface in a homogeneous manner. The thickness of this layer is
about 15 µm and the amount of used paste is about 900 mg. In this type of devices the rear
electrode formation and surface passivation are achieved by a convenient single step alloying
screen printed aluminium paste with silicon. Aluminium forms a eutectic alloy with silicon at
a temperature of 577 °C. During the firing process (see section 1.2.8), a liquid Al-Si phase is
formed and the molten Al-Si region acts as a sink for many impurities leading to a gettering
effect. “During cool down, the silicon recrystallizes and is doped with aluminium at its
solubility limit creating a p+ back surface field layer, the depth of the BSF is around 6 µm”
[MAR]. The resulting rear surface is completely covered with aluminum and no light can
enter from this side. In a further step, these cells are encapsulated in modules using a white
back foil.
In contrast to the monofacial design, the main aim of this work is the collection of
light from the front and from the rear side of the solar cell, in a late stage solar module. For
this reason no aluminum paste must cover the rear side of the device, but an “H” grid pattern
is used in a similar configuration as for the front side.
To contact the p+ doped rear part of the device, which exhibits a blue silicon nitridesilicon oxide stack layer on the surface, it is necessary to use another metal paste than
aluminum because it can not penetrate through the silicon nitride passivation.
According to Seyedmohammadi et al. [SEY]: “in general, contact resistance between
pure silver paste and p+ doped Si is not satisfactory but it can be decreased by adding a
controlled amount of aluminum to the paste composition”. “However one must be careful
with diffusion depth of aluminum, since excessive amounts may lead to aggressive
penetration of the paste through the cell which can result in increasing leakage currents or
shunting the solar cell” [KER].
A candidate from the commercial available pastes that gives a sharp print, good
contact resistance to p+ back surface field is a mixture of silver-aluminum (Ag/Al) paste.
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In a similar mode to the front side, the rear side is printed obtaining a finger of about
20 µm in height and 80-120 µm wide. The amount of paste on 125x125 mm2 substrates is
about 100 mg. The screen printed fingers and busbars cover about 7-8% of the active area
causing shading losses, same value as for the front side of the device. That means the
fabricated device is symmetric front and rear side in terms of the grid pattern (see Fig. 10).

Fig. 10: Picture of a finished bifacial solar cell with a mirror on the back to observe
the grid pattern on both sides.

When one side of the structure is printed, the cells go to a drier furnace during about
20 minutes at 200 °C to dry the metal paste. Usually the front side is printed, the metal paste
is dried and next the rear side is printed and dried.
Even though the metal paste for the rear side has a different composition than the
standard aluminum metal paste, the prices are in the same range and since both are used in
industry, they can be found with no difficulties.
At this point the metal contacts have not formed yet, but to form the contacts, high
temperature is needed in a process called co-firing, explained in the next section (1.2.8).
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1.2.8 Co-firing and edges isolation
During the firing process the glass particles in the silver paste on the front side and
those in the mixed silver-aluminum paste on the rear side enable the penetration of the paste
through the silicon nitride layers to form contacts at the silicon surfaces.
According to Lin et al. [LIN]: “the optimum firing profile should feature low contact
(series) resistance and high fill factor (FF). A high series resistance of a solar cell usually
lowers the output power by decreasing the fill factor, some of the characteristic parameters of
a solar cell. The total series resistance is the sum of the rear metal contact resistance, the
emitter sheet resistance, the substrate resistance, the front contact resistance, and the grid
resistances.
Despite the success of the screen printing and the subsequent firing process, many
aspects of the physics of the contact formation are not fully clear. The major reason is
probably because the metal-silicon interface for screen printed fingers is non-uniform in
structure and composition”.
Many mechanisms have been proposed to explain how contact formation may occur.
The general understanding of the mechanisms agree that the glass frits play a critical role on
contact formation. Silver and silicon are dissolved in the glass frit upon firing. According to
Schubert et al. [SCH] when cooled, Ag particles recrystallize. It has been suggested by Ballif
et al. [BAL] that Ag crystallites serve as current pickup points and that conduction from the
Ag crystallites to the bulk of the Ag grid takes place via tunneling. It was further suggested
that lead oxide may be reduced by the silicon. The generated lead then alloys with the silver
and silver contact crystallites are formed from the liquid Ag-Pb phase [SCH]. Nevertheless,
due to the complex and non-uniform features of the contact interface, more evidence and
further microstructure investigation is still needed.
At this point to finish the solar cell process, edge isolation has to be performed in order
to avoid the short circuit between the emitter and the back contact of the cell. In a monofacial
process this step can be done right after the emitter diffusion and in this case, wet chemical
treatment is used.
One of the most successful edge isolation processes is laser scribing. It is perfectly
suitable for inline processing and the wafer remains untouched, which is an important
requirement for the handling of thin wafers.
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Other possible techniques to perform edge isolation are: wet chemical etching, plasma
etching, dicing saw or sand paper. A detailed report including most of the relevant techniques
to isolate the edges is presented by Hauser et al. [HAU].
Here we presented the last step to fabricate bifacial solar cells. The schematic structure
is presented in Fig. 11, in comparison to the standard monofacial solar cell.

Fig. 11: Schematic comparison for monofacial and bifacial solar cells.

When these cells are based on an n-type substrate instead of a p-type substrate, the
sequence process can be maintained but in that case the emitter (front side) would be the
boron diffused surface (p+) and the back surface field would be phosphorous (n+).
Several changes in the processing steps have been tested e. g., starting with the
phosphorus diffusion instead of the boron diffusion, texturing the rear side and etching the
front, among others. The best results were obtained with the process presented in this section.
With the development of the new metal pastes, as well as the optimization of most of
the solar cell processes it is possible to increase the today performance up to 0.5% absolute in
efficiency but this value is close to the maximum value for this substrate and structure type.
For a further performance increase it is compulsory to move the front contacts to the rear side
of the cell and create multi junctions to collect a wider range of wavelengths. Unfortunately,
in that case it would not be possible to have a symmetric front to rear side performance.
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1.3

Solar Cell Results
Before presenting the solar cell results obtained during this investigation it is

necessary to introduce the most important parameters which characterize the solar cell.

1.3.1 Most relevant parameters
As can be found in PV Education [PVE]: “standardized testing allows the comparison
of efficiency and other cell parameters of devices manufactured at different companies and
laboratories with different technologies”.
The standard test conditions (STC) are:
•

Air mass 1.5 spectrum (AM1.5) for terrestrial cells and Air Mass 0 (AM0) for space
cells

•

Intensity of 100 mW/cm2 (1 kW/m2, one-sun of illumination)

•

Cell temperature of 25 °C (not 300 K)

•

Four point probe to remove the effect of probe/cell contact resistance
According to Wikipedia [WIK]: “the air mass 1.5 (AM1.5G) spectrum corresponds to

the irradiance and spectrum of sunlight incident on a clear day upon a sun-facing 37°-tilted
surface with the sun at an angle of 41.81° above the horizon.
A solar cell's energy conversion efficiency “η” is the percentage of incident light
energy that actually ends up as electric power. This is calculated at the maximum power point,
Pm, divided by the input light irradiance (E, in W/m2) under STC and the surface area of the
solar cell (Ac in m2)”.

η=

Pm
E ⋅ Ac

(12)

The absolute maximum theoretically possible conversion efficiency for sunlight is
93% due to the Carnot limit, given the temperature of the photons emitted by the surface of
the sun [HEN].
“A solar cell may operate over a wide range of voltages (V) and currents (I). By
increasing the resistive load on an irradiated cell continuously from zero (a short circuit) to a
very high value (an open circuit) one can determine the maximum-power point, the point that
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maximizes V×I; that is, the load for which the cell can deliver maximum electrical power (at
that level of irradiation). The output power is zero in both the short circuit and open circuit
mode. The maximum power point of a photovoltaic cell varies with incident illumination”
[WIK].
As explained by PV Education [PVE]: “the IV curve of a solar cell is the superposition
of the IV curve of the solar cell diode in the dark with the light-generated current. The light
has the effect of shifting the IV curve down into the fourth quadrant where power can be
extracted from the diode (see Fig. 12). Illuminating a cell adds to the normal "dark" currents
in the diode so that the diode law becomes:

  qV  
I = I 0 exp
 − 1 − I L
  nkT  

(13)

where I L is the light generated current”.

Fig. 12: The effect of light on the current-voltage characteristics of a p-junction.

The two limiting parameters used to characterize the output of solar cells are the short
circuit current (Isc) which is the current at zero voltage, in ideal conditions I sc = I L (directly
proportional to the available sunlight) and the open circuit voltage (Voc) which is the
maximum voltage at zero current [S&Q]. This value increases logarithmically with increased
sunlight. At I = 0 :

Voc =


nkT  I L
ln + 1
q
 I0


(14)
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For each point on the I-V curve, the product of the current and voltage represents the
power output for that operating condition. A solar cell can also be characterized by its
maximum power point, when the product Vmpp × I mpp is at its maximum value [WEN].
“Another defining term in the overall behavior of a solar cell is the fill factor (FF).
This is the ratio of the available power at the maximum power point (Pm) divided by the open
circuit voltage (Voc) and the short circuit current (Isc):

FF =

η ⋅ Ac ⋅ E
Pm
=
Voc ⋅ I sc
Voc ⋅ I sc

(15)

The fill factor is directly affected by the values of the cell's series and shunt
resistances” [WIK]. Increasing the shunt resistance (Rsh) and decreasing the series resistance
(Rs) lead to a higher fill factor, thus resulting in greater efficiency, and bringing the cell's
output power closer to its theoretical maximum [NEL].
Another important method to characterize the performance of the solar cells is spectral
response. The spectral response is conceptually similar to the quantum efficiency [PVE].
“Quantum efficiency (QE) is the ratio of the number of charge carriers collected by the solar
cell to the number of photons of a given energy shining on the solar cell. This leads to:

SR =

q ⋅λ
QE
h⋅c

(16)

QE therefore relates to the response of a solar cell to the various wavelengths in the
spectrum of light shining on the cell. The QE is given as a function of either wavelength or
energy. If all the photons of a certain wavelength are absorbed and we collect the resulting
minority carriers, then the QE at that particular wavelength has a value of one. The QE for
photons with energy below the bandgap is zero.
Two types of quantum efficiency of a solar cell are often considered:
•

External Quantum Efficiency (EQE) is the ratio of the number of charge carriers
collected by the solar cell to the number of photons of a given energy shining on the
solar cell from outside (incident photons).

•

Internal Quantum Efficiency (IQE) is the ratio of the number of charge carriers
collected by the solar cell to the number of photons of a given energy that penetrate
into the solar cell from outside and are absorbed by the cell.
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The IQE is always larger than the EQE. A low IQE indicates that the active layer of
the solar cell is unable to make good use of the photons. To measure the IQE, one first
measures the EQE of the solar device, then measures its transmission and reflection, and
combines these data to infer the IQE” [WIK].
According to PV Education [PVE]: “the ideal spectral response is limited at long
wavelengths by the inability of the semiconductor to absorb photons with energies below the
band gap. This limit is the same as that encountered in quantum efficiency curves. However,
unlike the square shape of QE curves, the spectral response decreases at small photon
wavelengths. At these wavelengths, each photon has a large energy, and hence the ratio of
photons to power is reduced. Any energy above the band gap energy is not utilized by the
solar cell and instead causes heating of the cell. The inability to fully utilize the incident
energy at high energies and the inability to absorb low energies of light represent a significant
power loss in solar cells consisting of a single p-n junction”.

1.3.2 Solar cell losses
The losses in a solar cell will reduce its efficiency. The main contributions are optical
losses due to reflection, recombination losses, resistive and thermal losses.
“Optical losses chiefly affect the power from a solar cell by lowering the short-circuit
current. Optical losses consist of light which could have generated an electron-hole pair, but
does not, because the light is reflected from the front surface, or because it is not absorbed in
the solar cell. For the most common semiconductor solar cells, the entire visible spectrum has
enough energy to create electron-hole pairs and therefore all visible light would ideally be
absorbed [PVE].”
When the light is switched off, the system must return to a state of equilibrium and the
electron-hole pairs generated by the light must disappear. With no external source of energy,
the electrons and holes wander around until they meet up and recombine. Any defects or
impurities within or at the surface of the semiconductor promote recombination [WEN].
“Recombination can occur via several mechanisms:
•

Radiative recombination: the reverse of absorption. Electrons in a high energy state
return to a lower energy state, with the release of light energy.

•

Auger recombination: an electron recombining with a hole gives up the excess energy
to another electron, which then relaxes back to its original energy state, releasing
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phonons. This recombination is particularly effective in relatively highly-doped
material, becoming the dominant process when impurity levels largely exceed 1017
cm-3.
•

Recombination through traps (also called Shockley-Read-Hall recombination): can
occur when impurities in the semiconductor or interface traps at the surfaces give rise
to allowed energy levels in the otherwise forbidden energy gap. Electrons can thus
recombine with holes in a two-stage process, first relaxing to the defect energy level,
then to the valence band.
Solar cells generally have a parasitic series and shunt resistance associated with them,

both types act to reduce the fill-factor. The major contributors to the series resistance ( Rs ) are
the bulk resistance of the semiconductor material, the metallic contacts and interconnections,
carrier transport through the top diffused layer, and contact resistance between the metallic
contacts and the semiconductor. The shunt resistance ( Rsh ) is due to p-n junction nonidealities and impurities near the junction, which cause partial shorting of the junction,
particularly near cell edges” [WEN].
“Solar cells operate as quantum energy conversion devices, and are therefore subject
to the "thermodynamic efficiency limit". Photons with energy below the band gap of the
absorber material cannot generate a hole-electron pair, and so their energy is not converted to
useful output and only generates heat if absorbed. For photons with energy above the band
gap energy, only a fraction of the energy above the band gap can be converted to useful
output. When a photon of greater energy is absorbed, the excess energy above the band gap is
converted to kinetic energy of the carrier combination. The excess kinetic energy is converted
to heat through phonon interactions as the kinetic energy of the carriers slows to equilibrium
velocity [WIK].” Table 3 presents a summary of all these losses, including the affected
parameters.
Table 3: Types of losses and the affected parameter.
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Loss mechanism

Affected parameter

Optical losses

Isc

Recombination losses

Voc, Isc

Resistive losses

FF

Thermal losses

Voc, FF

“The busbars and fingers are the source of a variety of losses; these include shading
losses, resistive losses and contact resistance losses [PVE].”

1.3.3 Initial I-V results over a batch of 50 solar cells
In the beginning of this investigation in 2008 we mostly worked in the optimization of
the boron diffusion processing step. This step is the key to create the BSF. It can be performed
before or after the emitter formation depending on the chosen sequence steps.
Once a very small deviation in the homogeneity of the boron diffusion on the wafers
surfaces was achieved, solar cells were manufactured following a similar sequence as
presented by Kopecek [KO1]. This was the starting point for several optimization steps and
setup adjustments. The processed substrates were about 2 Ω ⋅ cm resistivity, 125x125 mm2 ptype Cz-Si with a thickness of about 200 µm. The preliminary averaged results are presented
in Table 4.
Table 4: Results of bifacial solar cells from a batch of fifty cells.

FF

Jsc

Voc

ɳ

ratio

[%]

[mA/cm2]

[mV]

[%]

[%]

Front side

74.1

34.4

598.5

15.3

Rear side

76.3

21.9

591.1

9.9

65

The deviation results were in the order of 10%, having a large inhomogeneity in
efficiencies. The improvement of the cells homogeneity over a defined batch was a first aim.
This goal was achieved after we gained some experience in the processing techniques such as
cleaning of the substrates, SiNx deposition, among others.
These first results showed that predominantly the rear side presented a large possibility
for improvements, overall in the short circuit current. If we consider the Table 3, Jsc decreases
mainly due to optical and recombination losses. These results indicated another optimization
step: passivation of the p+ surface. For the front side improvement we were mostly interested
in the contact formation optimization.
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However, during this work most processing steps were improved for the front and rear
side. The steps order was adjusted to obtain the best results in terms of solar cell results and
production (time and consumption).

1.3.4 I-V results after sequence and steps optimization
Following the process sequence described in section 1.2, substrates of about 2 Ω ⋅ cm
resistivity, 125x125 mm2 p-type Cz-Si with a thickness of about 200 µm were processed.
Table 5 summarizes the IV data for front and rear illumination as well as the ratio for frontrear performance.
The maximum efficiencies obtained with this process are 17.3% for front side and
15% for rear side illumination under STC. The ratio between front and rear side performance
is over 80% for all solar cells.
It is important to consider that these results were obtained in the year 2010 and after
this good performance the investigation approach changed, using the cells to fabricate
modules and study other relevant matters [CD2]. However, several improvements were
revealed in parallel, e. g. for diffusions, for a better passivation of the surfaces, and for metal
contacting. For this, we assume these efficiencies should be at least 0.5% absolute higher if
we make the use of the actual process parameters and materials (e. g. metal pastes and
diffusion profiles).

Table 5: Results of bifacial solar after sequence and steps optimization.

FF

Jsc

Voc

ɳ

ratio

[%]

[mA/cm2]

[mV]

[%]

[%]

Front side

76.3

36.8

616.8

17.3

Rear side

74.8

32.7

610.5

15.0

Front side

75.8

35.4

610.7

16.4

Rear side

76.0

29.9

604.7

13.7

Best Cell
86

Batch Average
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N-type substrates were also included in this batch to process them to solar cells, using
the same process. The best cell results were 15.1% for the front side and 11.9% for the rear
side.
When the ratio front to rear is equal to 1 (or 100%) the benefits are not just an
increased collection from the rear side, but it is also possible to further interconnect the cells
in a more compact mode [KO2] by placing one cell to the front side, the next one to the rear
side, the following to the front and so on. In this case, the interconnecting wires are shorter
(saving material) and the packing density can be higher than for monofacial modules (higher
power output per area).

1.3.5 Rear side changes experiment
This section was published by the author in 2010 (see reference [CD2]).
Spectral response measurements of the processed bifacial solar cells showed the
intended improved behavior for long wavelengths compared to the performance of a solar cell
with closed Aluminum back surface field (Al-BSF). At the same time, these measurements
revealed a remarkable relative loss for the short wavelength response of the same bifacial
devices and suggested unintended process related damages.
To analyze the reason for this effect, different steps of the process described in section
1.2 were separately varied or skipped.
Remarkably, there was no major improvement observed in the blue response
corresponding to the front side properties of the device when changing the process steps, but
only on the rear side. Fig. 13 shows the details of these variations. While the graph in the
center presents the curves for the whole spectrum of the different devices, the amplified
diagram concentrates on the region with variations in the section above 700 nm.
All additional high temperature steps compared to an Al-BSF solar cell process were
investigated. First, the thermal oxidation of the substrates was eliminated. The missing SiOx
passivation of the B doped rear side reduced the long wavelength response significantly as
SiNx alone has no passivation effect for p+ surfaces. The decrease is shown in the red curve in
Fig. 13.
The second modification was a prolonged phosphorous diffusion time at lower
temperature, intending to take advantage of the improved gettering due to this change in the
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process. In this case, there was no major influence observed neither in the rear, nor in the
front side as represented in Fig. 13 by the green triangles.
Finally placing the wafers in a back-to-back position, during the boron diffusion and
afterwards also during the phosphorous diffusion was tested, to reduce cross contaminations
of the opposite sides of the substrates during the diffusion steps. The results, shown in Fig. 13
with blue diamonds, are comparable with the values that are obtained with the initial bifacial
BSF process described in chapter 2.1 (black circles in Fig. 13), observing no significant
differences.

Fig. 13: Spectral response for the process variations within the bifacial process sequence: conventional
bifacial processing, no oxide for stack layer passivation, longer POCl3 for gettering
and back-to-back loading during both diffusions steps.

A second experiment was performed focused on the final metallization step with the
interest of discovering the effect of the missing Aluminum alloying process during the co
firing on the bifacial solar cell spectral properties.
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Two groups of cells were processed in the form shown in Table 6, obtaining in the first
group (left side) bifacial solar cells with boron BSF.
Table 6: Process variation for the two groups performed: bifacial solar cells
with boron BSF and full screen printed cells with boron under aluminum.

Bifacial solar cells with

Full screen printed cells with

boron BSF

boron under aluminum

Saw damage removal and wafer cleaning
BBr3 diffusion and in-situ oxidation
SiO2 / SiNx stack on the rear side
Front side etch back / Texturization
POCl3 emitter diffusion (60 Ω/sq)
PECVD SiNx ARC front side

Double layer of PECVD SiNx ARC
front side

-

Removal of rear side passivation
Screen printing front side

Screen printing open rear contact

Screen printing full Aluminum

Co-firing and Edge isolation

The right side group leads to conventionally metalized solar cells with a thin boron
doped region under the printed aluminum on the rear side before the co-firing process. During
the Al-Si eutectic formation this region will be completely dissolved in the alloys as its
thickness is one order of magnitude thinner than the final Al-BSF. Nevertheless these solar
cells will have gone through all the high temperature and cleaning steps as those with the BBSF and thereby will give a picture of the effect of the bifacial process for these solar cells.
The spectral response characterization for these two groups of cells is presented in the
internal quantum efficiency plot in Fig. 14. The bifacial solar cell (black circles) exhibits an
improved response for long wavelengths, starting from 950 nm, but there are still major losses
on the front side of the device, below 550 nm as already observed in the first experiment.
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On the other hand, the group with boron plus aluminum on the rear side surprisingly
exhibited an improved behavior for short wavelengths compared to the solar cells with open
rear contact. This is even more remarkable, as these devices were subject to the same process
steps (especially on the front side) as was done for the bifacial solar cells. A possible
explanation for this finding could be a positive influence of the Al on the rear for the
hydrogenation of the front side of the substrate effusing from the SiNx during the firing
process but so far cannot be explained properly.
The rear side shows an inferior performance as expected for a fully covered Al rear
side. The goal for future devices of course is to combine the two different positive tendencies
in one device leading to a much better performing bifacial solar cell.

Fig. 14: Spectral response for the two groups: bifacial cells with boron BSF and standard full
aluminum rear side printing with boron under aluminum.

I-V measurements were also included in the characterization for all these experiments
described above and are summarized in Table 7 for all these groups. Front side illumination
under STC and maximum values for each group are presented.
All processes present similar maximum efficiencies, except the group with no oxide
stack rear passivation and this is because the highly doped boron surface is not effectively
passivated using SiNx only.
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Apart from this case, it is convenient to observe the differences in Voc for the rest of
these groups. The higher result in this case is represented by the group with full Aluminum
rear side, but is compensated by a lower Jsc and FF. The other groups of bifacial cells have
similar Voc of about 613 mV and they show better performance with respect to Jsc and FF.
This demonstrates again that they compensate each other, as explained in the spectral
response analysis.

Table 7: I-V results for the different groups.

FF

Jsc

Voc

ɳ

[%]

[mA/cm2]

[mV]

[%]

Bifacial cell with
boron BSF

77.6

36.0

613.0

17.1

Rear side boron plus
aluminum

76.4

35.9

624.9

17.1

No oxide stack rear
passivation

77.6

34.8

602.2

16.2

Longer POCl3
diffusion

78.3

35.3

613.9

17.0

Bifacial cell back-toback

76.1

36.7

613.1

17.1

Cell Group

Some of the techniques and design features used in the laboratory fabrication of silicon
solar cells, to produce the highest possible efficiencies include: lightly phosphorous diffused
emitters, closely spaced metal lines, very fine metal lines, among others [WEN]. The extra
processing stages required and/or cost generally preclude industry use of some technologies
like photolithography, evaporated contacts, double-layer antireflection coatings, among
others. Finally, to ensure a commercially-viable product, industry requires e. g. cheap
materials and processes, simple techniques and processes and large area devices.
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1.4

Light induced degradation (LID)
As a further characterization of the wafers, light induced degradation of the solar cells

was carried out. Also to understand the light degradation of low-resistivity Czochralski (Cz)
silicon wafers in more detail in a bifacial cell, where the rear short-circuit current Jsc as well
as open-circuit voltage Voc is highly sensitive to minority-carrier bulk lifetime [OH2].
As it was explained by Rein and Glunz [R&G]: “light-induced degradation (LID) is a
known phenomenon in boron doped (p-type) Cz silicon which reduces the carrier lifetime and
hence the cell efficiency. This is due the formation of complexes consisting of boron and
oxygen, which act as recombination centers with an energy level deep within the band gap”.
“Degradation occurring under illumination of around 1 sun intensity takes approx. 24
hours to reach saturation. The initial non-degraded state can be recovered by annealing the
sample above 200°C [MAC].”
For this study, two main procedures were performed on finished solar cells. First, cells
at 200°C were annealed in dark during about 30 minutes, to make sure the main part of the
harmful complexes is dissolved. With this procedure it is possible to start with a “maximum
performance” of the cells because they are equalized at this stage. This is a common starting
point to compare results more easily. Second procedure consists on LID where the cells are
placed on a temperature controlled chuck and illuminated using a calibrated halogen lamp at
about 55°C.
Several measurements under different circumstances were performed, showing that the
relative degradation for front or for rear side was always less than 2% in average and lower
than 3% for each cell (front and rear side), which are one of the requirements some companies
ask to acquire cells to further process modules.
One type of measurement was illuminating the solar cell using a halogen lamp with
intensity of approximately 1 sun, with a cell temperature of about 55°C. The measurements
used a monitoring system which controls the Voc of the cell every 2 minutes. The front side
was initially measured, then annealed to reach its maximum value and finally degraded for up
to 48 hours. Next, the cell was turned around and the procedure was repeated for the rear side
of the cell. The results are shown in Fig. 15.
The chosen cell has an initial Voc value of 620 mV for the front side and about 613 mV
for the rear side. After annealing the front side the Voc increases about 1 mV, reaching its
maximum performance. After 48 hours the cell is stable and there is no degradation anymore,
the Voc has decreased to 616 mV and the relative degradation is 0.6%.
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The next step was placing the cell upside down, showing an initial value of about 610
mV. This is a lower value than the one measured before degradation of the front side, which
shows the degradation is on the bulk material mainly and it affects the rear side as well. After
annealing the Voc increases up to 614 mV, recovering what was degraded in the previous step
and showing the maximum rear side performance. When the 48 hours finished, the Voc is
almost 607 mV corresponding to a relative degradation of 1% for the rear side. Finally the
front side was measured again, showing a small reduction from 616 to 615.2 mV, but this
value is within the measurement error and does not necessary represent a degradation (all
values are averaged over 10 measurements).

Fig. 15: Measured Voc for one solar cell degraded under different time conditions, front and rear side.

The rear side of the device degraded more than the front side, this is because in the p+

p junction is more difficult to passivate and there are more chances to form boron-oxygen
complexes than at the front side.
There were several experiments performed, for example degradation during 48 hours
was compared to degradation during 100 hours and no significant difference was found. Other
study to find a difference on the side (front or rear) of the solar cell degradation was carried
out, finding similar values when degrading the cells from the front (about 0.6% degradation)
or from the rear side (about 1% relative). However, a difference was found if the cells were
degraded only by one side (about 0.6% for the front side) or by two sides (about 0.8% for the
front side). Nonetheless, this result is independent, after the first side was degraded.
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Degradation over n-type substrates bifacial solar cells (same process) was also
performed, where no degradation was detectable.
There exists also a more specific study in which Prat et al. [PRA] explain the spectral
response degradation of bifacial solar cells, but this sort of measurement is not shown in this
chapter.
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1.5

Further development: laser doping over boron diffusion
In 2008 a cooperation between the ISC Konstanz and the former ipe Stuttgart

(currently ipv) started, offering this subject more possibilities for development. ISC Konstanz
was interested in developing the best boron diffusion process for industry and to make this
process applicable to bifacial and n-type solar cells. On the other hand, ipv Stuttgart has
patented the laser doping technique over phosphorus diffusion and was seeking to extend their
research to boron diffusion. The result of this cooperation is presented as a continuation, in
the original format of the publication.

1.5.1 Introduction
Boron (B) diffusion is a way to establish a back surface field (BSF) on p-type silicon
(Si) solar cells. In contrast to aluminum (Al)- BSF, the transparent B doped rear side enables
light to enter the device from both sides resulting in a bifacial solar cell structure that leads to
an improved current output for appropriate solar cell installation. Another effective way to
improve the solar cell performance is to reduce the doping concentration at the surfaces. The
blue response is increased and the surface passivation of the device is improved.
Unfortunately, it complicates the metallization process by screen printing technology.
Selective structures however are a relevant method to increase the sheet resistance of the
emitter or BSF while keeping the freedom of contact formation by commercially available
screen printing metal pastes. Different approaches based on diffusion barriers or etch back
sequences have been presented recently [MOR, MON]. There is a wide variety of methods to
establish selective structures on Si solar cells. Recently, the technique of laser doping using a
phosphorus pre-sputtered surface demonstrated its potential by achieving η = 18.9%
efficiency [EI1, EI2]. We also developed a selective laser doping process using
phosphosilicate glass layer as doping precursor increasing solar cell performance by ∆η =
0.4% absolute [ROE].
This contribution shows that this selective laser doping step can also be applied to
bifacial solar cell processing with boron BSF, using B-glass as doping precursor. Despite
initial shallow boron doping the contact formation using thick film Ag/Al paste metallization
is enabled by reducing the sheet resistance with the laser underneath the designated contact
areas.
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1.5.2 Processing techniques
The most important techniques involved in the processing of bifacial solar cells with
selective B-BSF made by the laser doping process are the co-optimization of boron diffusion
and laser doping and the formation of the rear metal contact. These process steps are
discussed in detail in the following paragraphs.
Boron Diffusion: A main task of the diffusion step is to generate a homogeneous boron doped
layer all over the wafer surface. This is more demanding for a yielded higher sheet resistance

ρs = 100 Ω/sq. This goal is achieved by improved oven settings leading to a stable process,
applicable under different conditions with high homogeneity of the sheet resistance of the
processed wafers. As a result of the decreased process temperature, the thermal budget for the
substrates is reduced minimizing the danger of material degradation during the high
temperature step. Additionally the processing time is shortened and makes the boron diffusion
more compatible for an industrial approach.
We performed several boron diffusions at different peak temperatures to test the
quality of Solar Grade (SoG) Cz silicon material. Fig. 16 shows some BBr3 diffusion profiles
measured by using electrochemical capacitance voltage method (ECV). The profiles with a
sheet resistance ρs of 55 Ω/sq and ρs = 110 Ω/sq are performed in an open tube furnace at
peak temperatures of 940 °C and 900 °C respectively. Both diffusions have minor deviation
values up to 5% from the sheet resistance average all over the wafer surface and along the
diffusion boat. The third profile shows the carrier concentration of a ρs = 110 Ω/sq boron
diffused layer modified by laser doping. The profile is much deeper and shows a reduced
surface concentration compared to the initial profile leading to a sheet resistance ρs = 60 Ω/sq.
The laser processing of this profile will be discussed in the next paragraph.
Laser Doping: Laser doping uses a pulsed Nd:YAG laser with wavelength λ = 532 nm, pulse
frequency f = 20 kHz and a pulse duration τ = 65 ns. For selective laser doping an especially
developed beam optics focuses the laser beam with size A = 200 µm × 5 µm onto the wafer
surface. The laser irradiation locally melts the silicon and additional boron atoms from the Bglass layer diffuse into the melt. The top-hat line focussed laser beam enables a defect free
recrystallization of the molten silicon and creates highly doped areas under the screen printed
back contacts. Normally, dopants have to be deposited on the surface before laser doping. In
our case the boron precursor grows automatically on the wafer surface during open tube BBr3
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diffusion. To transform this initial ρs = 110 Ω/sq diffused boron emitter, into the intended
sheet resistance of ρs = 60 Ω/sq the laser parameters like pulse energy density Ep, pulse
repetition frequency fp, scanning speed vs, pulse overlap Ox,y, and focus size dx,y are
optimized.

Figure 16: Carrier concentration profiles of the boron diffusions at ρs = 55 Ω/sq,

ρs = 110 Ω/sq, and reduced with laser doping from ρs = 110 Ω/sq to ρs = 60 Ω/sq.

The depth and shape of the final doping profile (Fig. 16) are used for the optimization
of the laser parameters. Special interest is given to prevent carrier depletion at the surface, as
the surface concentration of dopants has a strong effect on the subsequent contact formation
with the metal paste.
We are also interested in the optical appearance of the surface after this process. Fig.
17 depicts a top and cross section view of a laser treated region. The cross section image
shows that laser processing seems to deepen the surface of the wafer by approximately 5 µm.
The top view image shows that the laser “polishes” the wafer surface. Laser induced melting
and recrystallization is responsible for this “polishing”-effect, so that the initial surface
structure almost vanishes. This is the reason why the surface of the laser processed finger
areas seems to be deeper than the surrounding textured surface. The width of the laser
processed area is nearly 220 µm.
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Figure 17: Left: SEM x-section of laser doped finger border. Right: surface view of the finger.

Rear Side Metallization: Another important parameter to consider before choosing the
appropriate laser intensity is the qualification for rear side contacting of the laser treated
surface. Several solar cells are made with different BSF parameters. Starting with ρs = 115

Ω/sq base boron doping on the rear side, different laser parameters (power intensities) were
applied to the surfaces. After oxide and SiNx deposition the samples were metalized and the
contact resistance for each different rear side was determined (Table 8).
Based on the results of this table, a pulse energy density of 6.1 J/cm2 is chosen for the
treatment of the B-BSF to establish the selective rear side of the bifacial solar cell. Sheet and
contact resistance of the obtained structure shows the highest analogies to the values of the
standard process for bifacial solar cells with a homogeneous diffused B-BSF.

1.5.3 Solar cell process and results
The bifacial solar cell process was processed at ISC-Konstanz on 125x125 mm2 p-type
mono-Si wafers with a thickness of about 200 µm. The process includes BBr3 diffusion on the
rear side, which takes place in an open tube furnace. To avoid the boron rich layer (BRL) that
is created during the diffusion, a subsequent in-situ thermal oxidation and deglazing step is
necessary. The emitter in the front side is formed by phosphorus diffusion (POCl3). Surface
passivation on the front side is made by the deposition of PECVD SiNx, while the rear side
features a thermal SiO2/PECVD SiNx stack.
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Solar Cell Process: As discussed in previous section, the selective structure on the rear side of
the bifacial solar cell is established by shallow boron diffusion, followed by a laser doping
process done at IPE Stuttgart.
Table 8: Sheet and contact resistances for different laser pulse energy densities
over ρs = 115 Ω/sq boron diffusion.

Pulse energy

Sheet Resistance

Contact

density [J/cm ]

[Ω/sq]

Resistance Rc [Ω]

7.1

41

1.29

6.7

43

1.70

6.3

46

1.95

6.1

54

2.90

5.9

57

1.83

5.1

104

6.95

4.7

106

7.03

4.3

113

7.37

3.7

114

7.49

2

In Table 9 the major steps of the processing sequence of bifacial selective boron BSF
solar cells are presented. It starts with saw damage removal and consecutive, boron diffusion
with in-situ oxidation. Laser doping over boron glass takes place next and is followed by
thermal SiO2 and subsequent SiNx deposition to cover the rear side. SiNx acts at the same time
as a protection layer during the etch back of the front side and the 55 Ohm/sq POCl3 diffusion
of the front side emitter. The process is completed by SiNx deposition on the front, grid screen
printing on both sides (Ag on the front, Ag/Al on the rear), and co-firing in a belt furnace with
final edge isolation.
Comparison Study: Starting with Cz-silicon SoG substrates, we processed 4 different groups
of solar cells distinguished by a varying rear side structure. The first group is formed with the
standard ρs = 55 Ω/sq boron diffusion on the rear side. Efficiencies over η = 16% are reported
for solar cells with this rear structure on Cz-Si [KO1]. The second group corresponds to a ρs =
110 Ω/sq boron diffusion on the rear side. The high sheet resistance is not ideal for thick film
screen printing metallization and therefore should lead to reduced efficiencies, as presented in
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[KO1]. The third group is created using fully covered laser doping on the rear side, reducing
the initial ρs = 110 Ω/sq BSF to a ρs = 60 Ω/sq emitter. The fourth group includes selective
structures with a shifted sheet resistance from ρs = 110 Ω/sq to ρs = 65 Ω/sq by laser doping at
the designated areas for metallization.
Table 9: Process sequence of bifacial selective boron BSF solar cell
showing the only extra step to complete the process.

Saw damage removal and wafer cleaning
BBr3-diffusion and in-situ oxidation
Selective laser doping on rear side
SiO2 / SiNx stack on rear side
Front side etch-back / texturization
POCl3 emitter diffusion (55Ω/sq)
PECVD SiNx ARC (front side)
Screen printing front side
Screen printing open rear contact
Co-firing / edge isolation

Apart from the different rear side preparations all these groups passed through the
same solar cell process as depicted in Table 8 and therefore just differ in the details of their
back surface field characteristics.
Lifetime Measurements: Lifetime measurements of the as cut Cz solar grade wafers are done
obtaining an average value of 25 µs with a PECVD SiNx passivation.
One wafer of each group is again measured just before printing. Emitter and BSF are
not removed as well as the passivation on both sides of the wafer. Although there is no
accurate conclusion about bulk lifetime possible due to the domination of the surfaces of the
samples, the results still give a qualitative impression on the varying effect on lifetimes due to
the different rear side processing. Fig. 18 shows the 4 different spatially resolved maps of
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each group agent. Upper left (A) corresponds to group 1, 55 Ω/sq boron diffusion and a
measured lifetime of 7.58 µs on average. Upper right (B) is the map representing group 2, 110

Ω/sq boron diffusion with an average lifetime value of 8.77 µs. Lower left (C) corresponds to
group 3, laser doped full area with an identified lifetime value of 7.40 µs. Lower right (D)
shows the map of the sample of group 4, with selective rear structure.
Lifetime corresponds significantly to the rear side treatment as can be seen by the
vertical lines in the picture separating the laser- from the non-treated areas. The averaged
lifetime over the whole wafer with a value of 8.46 µs is almost as high as for sample B.

Figure 18: Lifetime maps. A: standard process BSF ρs = 55 Ω/sq. B: special process BSF ρs = 110

Ω/sq. C: laser doping all over the surface from ρs = 110 Ω/sq to ρs = 60 Ω/sq. D: selective laser doping
only under the fingers (vertical lines).
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All samples were exposed to identical processing steps except for the difference of the
boron rear side treatment.
The comparison of sample A with B shows the positive effect of the shallow diffusion
for wafer B. Because of the reduced thermal budget the minority carrier lifetime increases 1µs
on average compared to the sample with the treatment of a ρs = 55 Ω/sq B-BSF diffusion. On
the other hand, a fully closed lasering of the rear side of sample B results in even slightly
lower lifetimes than are seen for the open tube boron diffusion of the same sheet resistance
represented by sample A. This negative effect almost seems to disappear, if the laser structure
follows a selective pattern. The substrate seems to keep the lifetime of the initial, weakly
diffused wafer.
Results: The best solar cell results (125x125 mm2 p-type Cz-Silicon SoG wafer thickness of
220 µm) are summarized in Table 10. Using this material and the standard process sequence,

η = 14.9% efficiency is obtained under front illumination and η = 11.8% under rear
illumination. With the shallow B-BSF ρs = 110 Ω/sq values of η = 15.6% and η = 13.7%
under front and rear illumination respectively can be reported. A gain of 2% absolute in
efficiency for rear side illumination indicates good metallization and acceptable contact
formation even for this high sheet resistance. The increased output in Jsc demonstrates the
improved blue response for the shallow BSF under rear side illumination. In the third case we
measured values of η = 15.5% and η = 12.8% for front and rear illumination respectively. In
comparison with the second group the results are very similar for front side illumination but a
significant decrease of ∆η = 0.9% absolute in the rear side efficiency is found; probably
associated to the laser damage of the surface. The fourth group presents the best efficiency of
all cells in the front side η = 15.9% and overall in the rear side, with a rear side efficiency of η
= 14.1%. It is also interesting to analyze the aspect ratio between front and rear illumination,
which is very high and the same for groups 2 and 4.
If higher quality material is used (e. g. the material used for the experiments of section
1.3.3), the Group 1 should present an efficiency of 17.1% in average and the rear side would
be about 15% average efficiency.
We have simulated ideal conditions and extrapolated the values to the present results.
When the laser doping technique is applied over good quality substrates, the efficiency of the
front side of the cell is about 18% in average and the rear side could reach even 17%
efficiency.
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1.5.4 Conclusion and outlook
The group with selective structures presents the best results. By adding a laser doping
step on the rear an improved efficiency of the standard process for bifacial solar cells of 1 %
absolute under front side illumination and more than 2% absolute for rear side illumination
was found. In addition, this process allows a reduction in the diffusion temperature step,
which makes it more reliable for industrial process.
There are several possibilities for improvements in every step of the process, e. g.
improving the alignment of the fingers for screen printing.
These type of changes would be even more representative in the case of n-type wafers,
in which the boron layer would be used as emitters on the front side.

Table 10: Parameters of best solar cells obtained for each group,
including the ratio front to rear illumination.

FF

Jsc

Voc

ɳ

ratio

[%]

[mA/cm2]

[mV]

[%]

[%]

Group 1: 55 Ω/sq standard boron diffusion
front side illumination

75.3

32.7

607.1

14.9

rear side illumination

76.6

25.6

601.3

11.8

79

Group 2: 110 Ω/sq optimized boron diffusion
front side illumination

76.7

33.3

608.6

15.6

rear side illumination

76.4

29.7

605.6

13.7

88

Group 3: laser doped full area
front side illumination

76.9

33.1

610.9

15.5

rear side illumination

76.5

27.5

606.9

12.8

82

Group 4: laser doped selective structure
front side illumination

75.4

34.7

608.5

15.9

rear side illumination

75.5

30.8

604.6

14.1

88
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Summary of the first chapter
Different structures for bifacial solar cells can be obtained using different processes.
One of these structures was explained in detail, describing every step of the process to
understand how the pn+, the pp+ junctions and the metal contacts are formed. It also explained
the processing details to clean the silicon substrates before and after processing and most of
the chemical reactions involved. It showed the texturization and the passivation we have
chosen and the techniques to protect one side of the device while processing the other side.
The most decisive step in our process was the boron diffusion; it marked the difference
to the standard solar cell process and it also represented the major challenge. It is commonly
associated with the formation of the undesirable boron rich layer (BRL) and this is one of the
reasons why it is not widely used. We have established a controlled stable process, and with
the incorporation of the in-situ oxidation step within the boron diffusion, the removal of the
BRL is not a challenge.
We processed the first batch of 50 solar cells in 2008 following a sequence similar to
[KO1]. The obtained results in our case (averaged) were 15.3% for the front side and 9.9% for
the rear side.
After the optimization of most processing steps explained in Section 2.1, the best
efficiency was 17.3% and 15% for the front and rear side of the device, respectively. The
process was stable and could be extended up to 200 cells per batch.
Further investigations, changing parts of the sequence steps were performed, showing
there was a minimum space for improvements because most of the process was already
optimized. The cost-effective improvements, for example, placing the substrates back to back
during diffusions were used in later stages.
The total light induced degradation of the cells was less than 2% in average for front
and rear side, fulfilling the requirements for solar cell industry.
A novel concept was applied for the first time to this type of device. The laser doping
technique was tested over boron diffused substrates and solar cells were further processed.
Combining the results obtained for standard process with the laser doping, solar cell
efficiencies of 18% for the front side and 17% for the rear side can be reached.
The results shown in this chapter present optimized processing steps with stable
trustable values within the available resources we have worked with. These results are
satisfactory and our cells have been measured and laminated in modules for further
experiments. The results of these investigations will be shown in Chapters II and III.
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Chapter II

Characterization of Bifacial Solar Cells
Most of the results presented in this work were published by the author in 2011 (see
references [CD3, CD4]).
To assure the return of the warranted annual yield of photovoltaic outdoor installations
along with the cost-saving potential of reduced tolerance specifications of photovoltaic
modules, cell and module manufacturers worldwide pursue an in-depth understanding of
measurement procedures to minimize their uncertainties and gather benefits of accurate
performance predictions. Current-voltage (I-V) ratings and spectral quantum efficiencies
(QEs), represent the most important characteristics of a readily fabricated solar cell. Other
important characterization methods are e. g., dark I-V measurements, measurement of series
resistance, reflectance, lifetime, electroluminescence, simulation, among others.
Bifacial and not fully covered rear contact solar cells present difficulties when
measured due to their bilateral properties and hence external contributions from the
measurement systems itself. One approach to eliminate these contributions from the rear side
would be to measure these devices on a setup and especially sample holder with a non
reflective surface [HOH]. The resulting measurement would give an absolute value for a one
side illuminated bifacial device but because of a lack of appropriate non reflective but at the
same time conducting surface is challenging and causes difficulties.
The impact of different sample holder materials and configurations as well as several
back sheets was studied. This impact was quantified and a solution was proposed.
An alternative for steady illumination configuration was found by using an IV flasher.
A new approach is presented in this work consisting of the simultaneous illumination of both
sides of the cell, in an attempt to simulate the working conditions of the solar cell in the
bifacial mode. This approach was presented as an alternative to correct the impact of sample
holders and offers a new measurement possibility [CD3].
Flasher measurements are widely used in industry, mainly because they give a quick
classification of the solar cell performance. In our approach investigations showed
additionally the potential to reduce rear side reflective effects. Moreover, technical
modifications for this setup allowed dosed light penetration from the rear what offers the
possibility to measure the solar cell in a bifacial mode.
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2.1

I-V curve measurements
As mentioned in section 1.3, the most fundamental solar cell characterization

technique is the measurement of cell efficiency. Constructing a system that meets all the
standard test conditions simultaneously is difficult and expensive.
According to PV Education [PVE]: “most research laboratories have simple custom
built testers that only roughly approximate the standard measurement conditions. Results that
are tested "in-house" are typically quite approximate. Periodically companies and research
institutions will send devices with record efficiencies to certified testing laboratories for
confirmation”.
Measuring solar cells requires a stable light source that closely matches the conditions
of sunlight. Not only the intensity but also the spectrum must be matched to a standard. The
ideal illumination source would have the following features [EME];
•

a spatial non uniformity of less than 1%.

•

a variation in total irradiance with time of less than 1%,

•

filtered for a given reference spectrum to have a spectral mismatch error of less than
1%.
These requirements are essential in obtaining an accuracy of better than 2%. There are

three classes within each of these criteria where 'A' is the top rating while 'C' is the lowest
rating.
As explained by PV Education [PVE]: “the most common light source is a Xenon arc
lamp with filters installed to approximate the AM1.5G spectrum. Simple testers often just use
a halogen lamp with a dichroic filter. The lamp filament is much lower than the sun's 6000 K
so it produces much more infrared light and much less UV. The reflector on the bulb is
selective so that the visible and UV is reflected towards the cell but most of the infrared
radiation is not reflected and leaves the back of the bulb. Halogen lamps have the advantage
of greater temporal stability compared to Xenon arc lamps.
The approach taken by most in-house testers is to use a calibration cell that has the
same spectral response as the cell under test. The light intensity of the tester is adjusted so that
the Isc of the cell matches the Isc as measured at an external testing laboratory. However, slight
changes in cell processing (e.g. the doping profile of the emitter, variation of anti-reflection
coatings) cause changes in spectral response and the need for a new standard calibration.
One-sun illumination is quite intense so there has to be some mechanism to remove
the excess heat. Typically the cell is placed on a large metal block and water runs through the
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block to keep it cool (see Fig. 19). A thermocouple is inserted in the block and the control
system is adjusted to the required 25 °C. The simple arrangement works very well for
commercial cells where the entire rear is covered with metal and makes good contact with the
test holder (chuck).

Fig. 19: Scheme of a basic structure of a simple IV tester.
The current and voltage are measured separately to overcome contact resistance problems.

Poor temperature control introduces errors in Voc. This error is dependent on the
bandgap of the material.
A more sophisticated arrangement is required for cells where some or all of the
contacts are on the cell rear, or for bifacial illumination. A common method used is flash
testing where light is flashed on the cell and measurements are taken very quickly. While this
largely eliminates temperature control problems, sophisticated electronics are needed to take
measurements quickly and synchronized with the flash. Flash testing is also commonly used
for module testing where it is generally not possible to directly control the cell temperature
due to the encapsulation” [PVE].
Flasher is widely used in industry due to the speed in the measurement, making it
appropriate for in-line processes and strict quality control stages (see e. g. [BER]).
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Cell testing uses a four point probe to contact the cell. A current and voltage probe on
top of the cell and a current and voltage probe on the bottom of the cell. The most common
arrangement is to have the metal of the block act as the rear current probe and then to have a
voltage pin through it. For the top contacts it is usually insufficient to have a single voltage
and current probe thus a number of pairs are used (see Fig. 19). Depending on the size of the
solar cell, up to 7 or 8 pairs of contacts are necessary to obtain an adequate value of the
measured parameters, especially the fill factor.
As can be found in PV Education [PVE]: “the solar cell light I-V curve can be traced
by altering a variable resistor across the cell and recording the voltage and current at the cell
terminals. While this is quite simple, it is time consuming. In practice, more sophisticated
electronics is used. The most common method is to use a variable voltage source that is also
capable of sinking current. To improve the accuracy, Isc and Voc are usually measured
separately (by setting the voltage to zero and the current to zero respectively) from the rest of
the curve. The IV curve has a strongly varying slope that causes additional problems. There
are various schemes for improving the accuracy but one of the simplest is to use equally
spaced measurements in voltage in two steps. The first section is widely spaced and covers 0
to 70% of Voc. The second section has points more closely spaced and covers the range from
70% to Voc. The second region contains the maximum power point, the open circuit voltage
and has a much higher slope”.
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2.2

Spectral response of bifacial solar cells
Solar cells respond to individual photons of incident light by absorbing them to

produce an electron-hole pair, provided the photon energy ( E ph ) is greater than the bandgap
energy ( E g ). Photon energy in excess of E g is quickly dissipated as heat [WEN].
“The quantum efficiency (see Section 1.3, Equation 16) of a solar cell is defined as the
number of electrons moving from the valence band to the conduction band per incident
photon. The longest wavelength for which this is finite is limited by its bandgap. Maximum
use can only be made of incoming sunlight if the bandgap is in the range 1.0-1.6 eV. The
bandgap of silicon, at 1.1 eV, is close to optimum [WEN].”
An example of a spectral response measurement setup can be found in [FIS]. In a
simplified way it can be explained as follows: “a grating monochromator produces
monochromatic light from a 150 W tungsten halogen lamp. The light is modulated at 237 Hz
with a light chopper placed at the entrance slit. The divergent light leaving the
monochromator is collimated and the parallel beam reflected towards the solar cell, which is
mounted on a temperature controlled sample stage. The light beam is homogeneous over
approximately 2x2 cm. A pre-amplifier keeps the cell voltage at the desired set-point,
converts the modulated photo-current into a voltage signal and removes the DC signal from
the bias light. 'Remote sense' contact setting eliminates voltage drops in the leads and the
contacts. QE measurements are taken relative to a calibrated solar cell with a known EQEcal.
Spot-like illumination and full area illumination are common. The first alternative is
appropriate for homogeneous solar cells. For precision measurements on multicrystalline Si
solar cells the homogeneity of the illumination is crucial” [FIS].
The metal chuck where the cell is placed contacts the rear side of the cell. Figure 20
shows the measured spectral response for one bifacial solar cell from this work, front and rear
side. The front side presented a better performance than the rear side. This was mainly due to
the difficulties to passivate the p+ back surface field. In terms of efficiency, this cell represents
about 16% and 13% for the front and rear side, respectively.
Reflection for both sides is similar because the anti reflection coatings and grid
patterns were similar. The small differences in reflectance arise from differences of the rear
side (a stack layer ARC) and the front side (SiNx only). The front and rear metal pastes had
similar, but not exactly the same composition, as mentioned in Section 1.2.7.
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Fig. 20: Spectral response of a bifacial solar cell, front and rear side
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2.3

Prerequisites for measurements
Before performing the experiments, several considerations were necessary. When

using solar cells, it is very important to have a long time stable device and characterize its
properties. The solar cells were degraded during 50 hours on both sides to make sure its
parameters will not change. All measurements were corrected at 25 °C to have a fixed
reference value. The foils and lacquered surfaces were cleaned with isopropanol every time
before performing a measurement.
In our case, the important characteristics were not just the I-V curves, but also the QE
performance and transmission among others, for both sides of the solar cell.
Reflecting surfaces and back sheets had also been characterized with respect to their
properties of reflection, absorption and transmission.

2.3.1 Transmittance of bifacial solar cells
According to [WIK]: “in optics and spectroscopy, transmittance is the fraction of
incident light (or other electromagnetic radiation) at a specified wavelength that passes
through a sample. A related term is absorptance, or absorption factor, which is the fraction of
radiation absorbed by a sample at a specified wavelength. In equation form,

Tλ =

I
I0

,

Aλ =

I0 − I
I0

(17)

where I 0 is the intensity of the incident radiation, I is the intensity of the radiation coming out
of the sample and Tλ and Aλ are transmittance and absorbance respectively. In these
equations, scattering and reflection are considered to be negligible or otherwise accounted
for”.
The transmittance of a monofacial solar cell was measured showing that no light can
pass through. This is because at the rear side of this type of cells there is a thick layer of metal
paste, not allowing light crossing through.
In the case of bifacial solar cells, the situation is different. Starting from approximately
900 nm (depending on the cell structure), some light passes through the cell. Therefore a
small portion of light is not absorbed at the BSF, which is consistent with the spectral
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response measurements. If all light would be absorbed at the rear, the spectral response would
be maximized.
This characteristic of bifacial solar cells is the motivation for this chapter of our
investigation. We have asked ourselves, what happened if part of the light passing through the
cell is reflected back on the metal chuck, while the cell is measured? (See Fig 21)
Our hypothesis was that this reflected light will increase the efficiency of the cell and
in this case, the measurement is not accurate. This investigation was made to determine the
magnitude of this inaccuracy and its effects.

Fig. 21: Scheme of light passing though a bifacial solar cell and reflected back
at the surface of a metal chuck (not to scale).

Two questions arise from this postulation: is it possible to measure only one side of a
bifacial solar cell, without an external contribution? And, would a one side measurement give
an idea of a “real” performance of a bifacial solar cell? We will develop the answers to these
questions in the following sections.

2.3.2 Reflectance of different surfaces
“Reflectivity and reflectance refer to the fraction of incident electromagnetic power
that is reflected at an interface, while the term "reflection coefficient" is used for the fraction
of electric field reflected. The reflection coefficient can be expressed as a complex number as
determined by the Fresnel equations for a single layer, whereas the reflectance (or reflectivity)
is always a positive real number [KLE].”
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The reflectance spectrum or spectral reflectance curve is the plot of the reflectance as a
function of wavelength [WIK].
We have characterized different varnish types used for subsequent experiments. They
had been applied to the metal holder of the I-V measurement system.
The first varnish is black and the obtained reflectivity of the chuck varies around 7%
but it is stable over a large range of wavelengths. Two other white varnishes with reflectance
varying in the region of 70% and about 80% were also tested.
This material type was chosen because it changes the reflectivity of the surface holder
without the need to change its electrical properties. The results for these experiments will be
shown in Section 2.4.1 and 2.4.3.
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2.4

Bifacial solar cell measurements
A set of rear full area BSF bifacial and standard industrial monofacial silicon solar

cells was chosen for characterization. Their transmission properties have been previously
measured (see Section 2.5).
Different surfaces have also been characterized with respect to their properties of
reflection. It is important to note that only the optical properties of our measurement system
were changed while the electrical properties were always kept constant.

2.4.1 I-V for three different reflectance metal holders
To test this, a long term stabilized bifacial solar cell was measured with a flash solar
simulator, maintaining the contact configuration and altering the optical properties of the
chuck surface where the cell was placed. The metal holder was lacquered, leading to
differences in its reflectance properties.
Table 11 shows the average results of these measurements, including short circuit
current density variations compared to the standard chuck of the flasher.

Table 11: Parameters of a bifacial solar cell measured on different chuck surfaces.

Chuck surface

Voc

Jsc
2

FF

η

Rel. variation

reflectance

[mV]

[mA/cm ]

[%]

[%]

Jsc [%]

Standard chuck

622.69

36.75

75.08

17.18

N/A

Black ~7%

622.82

36.61

75.08

17.12

-0.38

White ~70%

623.27

37.06

74.98

17.32

+0.84

White ~80%

623.27

37.12

74.90

17.33

+1.01

The rear side of this cell was also measured, showing the same variation range for the
low reflecting back sheet and over +1% in Jsc variation for the high reflecting back sheets.
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These results showed that the Jsc variations can be higher than 1% relative. It can also
be extracted from these results that the “standard chuck” where the cell is normally measured,
increases around 0.3% relative to the measured values when comparing to a black one (almost
no reflecting surface).
Note that the FF is almost the same for every measurement, which indicates that the
electric contacting properties of the measurement are independent of measurement conditions.

2.4.2 Spectral response for two different chuck reflectances
One solar cell was measured two times changing the optical properties of the
reflectance of the chuck where the cell was contacted. We found (Section 2.4.1) that this
change can produce an increase in current up to 1%.
In the case of spectral response it is more difficult to see small changes. For this
reason we have chosen only two surfaces with big different reflectance properties: very high
reflecting white ~80% reflection and almost no reflecting black ~7% reflection. The
measurements can be seen in Fig 22.

Fig. 22: Measured spectral response of one bifacial solar cell,
using two different chuck reflecting surfaces
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In this case, the differences were visible starting approximately at 880 nm, where the
extra light crossing the cell was probably reflected in the high reflecting chuck, having a
second opportunity to enter the cell. This difference corresponds to approximately 1% in
current.

2.4.3 I-V measurements for different reflectance metal holders
For this part of the experiments we have used a chuck especially designed to polish
and change easily its reflectance properties. These properties were averaged, but stable for a
long range of wavelengths. Table 12 shows the average results of these measurements,
including efficiency variations while comparing the obtained results with the standard chuck
of the I-V system.
Table 12: Bifacial cell measured on different chuck surfaces.

Voc

Jsc

FF

η

Rel. variation η

[mV]

[mA/cm2]

[%]

[%]

[%]

Standard flasher chuck

622.69

36.75

75.08

17.18

N/A

Chuck 7% reflectance

622.82

36.61

75.08

17.12

-0.38

Chuck 72% reflectance

623.27

37.06

74.98

17.32

+0.71

Chuck 78% reflectance

623.17

37.05

74.88

17.29

+0.61

Chuck 85% reflectance

623.27

37.12

74.90

17.33

+0.85

Type of chuck surface

The rear side of this cell was also measured, showing the same variation range for the
low reflecting back sheet and over +1% variation for the high reflecting sample holder.
The FF remained almost constant along the whole measurements, showing that the
electric contacting properties were almost unchanged during the measurements.
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2.5

Rear side contribution
What is really contributing from the rear side of a bifacial solar cell in a standard test

measurement? We considered a bifacial solar cell as quoted in Section 1.2, with 55 Ω/sq
phosphorus emitter and 60 Ω/sq boron diffused back surface field based on a p-type substrate
with a resistivity of 1.5 Ohm·cm and 200 µm thickness, leading to a n+pp+ asymmetric
structure.
Previous results (Section 2.4.1) showed that the back reflectivity and the contact
configuration of the sample holders strongly influence the generated current and the fill
factor. Even for exclusive illumination of the front side, an extra contribution compared to
monofacial samples is observed due to the device structure. This contribution considers the
interaction of the system cell chuck, which is given by the light passing through the cell, but
being reflected on the chuck surface and re-entering back the rear side of the cell. To calculate
this influence, it is necessary to consider the transmission through the solar cell and the
reflection of the chuck surface along the light spectrum. The graph in Fig. 23 shows the
spectral response for front side illumination of the bifacial solar cell including the rear
contribution. Since it is an integrated measurement we can hardly differentiate the
contribution from the rear side effect. The red area in Fig. 23 shows the analogous calculation
for the rear contribution caused by the chuck.
As the calculation indirectly includes the spectrum of the incident light, this is just an
approximation to show graphically the influence of the rear side. This effect has been shown
numerically (Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.3).
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Fig. 23: Spectral response measurement for the front side of a bifacial solar cell (black). Transmission
of the same cell, measured from the front (green). Reflectivity of a brass chuck surface (blue) and the
rear contribution calculated due to the bifacial structure of the device (red).
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2.6

I-V for both sides illumination
In another approach we allowed light penetrating the cell from the front and the rear

side simultaneously, using two different light sources. The rear light source was calibrated to
provide steadily 25% or 30% of one sun and the front light source gives the commonly used 1
sun flasher light for standard measurements (see Fig. 24).
One bifacial cell was measured several times, first the front side with front side
illumination only and afterwards simultaneously front plus 25% or 30% rear illumination. The
procedure was repeated for the solar cell upside down and the results are presented in table
13.

Fig. 24: Scheme of the both side illumination experiment.
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When illuminating the cell from the back, the most important improved parameter was
Jsc. Although there is a drop in Voc and FF we observed an improved efficiency, depending on
the amount of light coming from the rear side of the cell. This indicated that the ratio of
performance of front to rear side of the cell has a strong effect on the results detected for
simultaneous measurements.
As mentioned before, the solar cells we used for these measurements had a non
symmetric n+pp+ structure and for this reason, there was a significant difference if the device
is operating in front or rear mode. It is also important to consider that the light sources used
are not equal and this is another factor that can affect the solar cell performance.
Table 13: Bifacial cell measured at simultaneous light configurations.

Type of illumination

Voc

Jsc
2

FF

Pmpp

Rel. variation

[mV]

[mA/cm ]

[%]

[W]

Pmpp

Front side 1 sun, 0% rear

627.9

36.7

75.6

2.7

N/A

Front side 1 sun, 25% rear

625.5

44.1

74.9

3.2

19%

Front side 1 sun, 30% rear

622.9

48.7

73.9

3.5

29%

Rear side 1 sun, 0% front

616.5

26.2

76.0

1.9

N/A

Rear side 1 sun, 25% front

616.6

35.1

74.7

2.5

32%

Rear side 1 sun, 30% front

614.0

38.9

73.4

2.7

43%

Nevertheless, if we would like to extend this study for a standard test condition
measurement of bifacial solar cells, other types of bifacial solar cell structure must be
considered. This makes characterization for this type of cell devices even more complicated.
Therefore, we would like to remark that this method is a quick and convenient alternative for
classification of bifacial solar cells. It describes the real operating mode of the cells, no other
measurements upside down are needed and it can be extended to other types of bifacial cell
configurations.
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In a different approach, Ezquer et al. [EZQ] proposed in 2009 a special setup for I-V
characterization of bifacial solar cells which consists basically of a vertical sample holder
positioned perpendicular to the base plate. “Two mirror glasses are located symmetrically at
45º of the sample holder. The sample holder includes means for contacting the PV cell on
both sides, a reference cell for the determination of the irradiance on the cell after reflection
on the mirror and the clamps to support the cell itself. In order to simulate the different rear
reflectance (albedo) conditions some meshes can be held in front of the mirrors to decrease
the light irradiance on the back side. The schematic of the designed bifacial cell tester is
shown in Figure 25.
The simulation of different albedo conditions is made through the use of metallic
meshes of various densities that can be placed on the light incidence side of the tester, to
reduce the irradiance on that side. That allows the illumination of the cell with different
irradiances on the front and back sides at the same time” [EZQ].

Fig. 25: Schematic of the bifacial tester [EZQ]

In general terms, this approach was a good approximation to a precise I-V curve
measurement. It uses only one source of light to illuminate both sides of the cell and it
controls the amount of light coming from the rear side with a mechanical system.
Unfortunately if a quick classification of bifacial solar cells is required, more
sophisticated electronics and automation are necessary.
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Summary of the second chapter

We presented the most used characterization techniques for solar cells. These are I-V
curve and spectral response.
I-V curve can be measured using a steady illumination system or a flasher. The
decision to use one or the other will depend on the feature of the measurement. For example,
if the measurement needs to be precise it is better to use a steady illumination system but
when the measurement needs to be quick (as for the industry) it is better to use a flasher.
To characterize bifacial solar cells realistically it is necessary to consider the structure
of the devices. It is important to know how the measurement system will influence the results
to benefit from the bifacial structure and ambient conditions and to optimize the performance
of the system.
It is important to point out that a standard characterization method for bifacial solar
cells does not yet exist at this time. Hohl-Ebinger et al. [HOH] presented in 2010 several
measurements in the field, concluding that “the lowest potential for additional measurements
uncertainties is to realize low reflectivity of the mounting chuck surface”, not giving a
standard for bifacial solar cells.
Within this work we identified and quantified the influence of several different
reflectance holder configurations on IV- and QE measurements for bifacial solar cells. The
contribution of the rear side has been measured and it can be up to 1% in Jsc and efficiency.
The character of this contribution was also shown, graphically.
An alternative for bifacial measurement and quick classification of bifacial solar cells
was presented. It allowed simultaneous front and rear illumination and gave a more
comprehensive response for bifacial solar cell performance. This method was a quick and
convenient alternative for classification of bifacial solar cells because it described the real
operating mode of the cells, no other measurements upside down were needed and it can be
extended to other types of bifacial cell configurations.
The final aim of this chapter was to use this feature to benefit from bifacial solar cells
in a photovoltaic installation inside a module. The results will be shown in Chapter III.
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Chapter III

Bifacial PV Modules

3.1

Introduction to PV modules
Solar cells are rarely used individually. Rather, cells with similar characteristics are

connected and encapsulated to form modules which, in turn, are the basic building blocks of
solar arrays [WEN].
According to PV Education [PVE]: “a PV module consists of individual solar cells
electrically connected together to increase their power output. They are packaged so that they
are protected from the environment and so that the user is protected from electrical shock.
However, several aspects of PV module design which may reduce either the power output of
the module or its lifetime need to be identified.
Since the maximum voltage from a single silicon cell is about 600 mV, a PV module
consists of a number of solar cells connected in series (typically 36 for a nominal 12 V
charging system and 60 to 72 cells for other PV power plants) encapsulated into a single,
long-lasting, stable unit. Under peak sunlight (around 100 mW cm 2 ), the maximum current
delivered by a cell is approximately 30 mA cm 2 . If a higher current is needed, the modules
have to be connected in parallel, accordingly.
The key purpose of encapsulating a set of electrically connected solar cells is to
protect them and their interconnecting wires from the typically harsh environment in which
they are used. For example, solar cells, since they are relatively thin, are prone to mechanical
damage unless protected. In addition, the metal grid on the top surface of the solar cell and the
wires interconnecting the individual solar cells may corrode by water or water vapor. The two
key functions of encapsulation are to prevent mechanical damage to the solar cells and to
prevent water or water vapor from corroding the electrical contacts.
Many different types of PV modules exist and the module structure is often different
for different types of solar cells or for different applications. For example, amorphous silicon
solar cells are often encapsulated into a flexible array, while bulk silicon solar cells for remote
power applications are usually rigid with glass front surfaces.”
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Solar arrays are often used in harsh and remote environments, where supplying power
by central grid or fuel-dependent systems is not feasible. Hence, modules must be capable of
extended, maintenance-free operation. Module lifetimes of around 20 years are normally
quoted by manufacturers, although the industry is seeking 30-year lifetimes. Encapsulation is
the main factor affecting solar cell life expectancy [KIN]. A typical encapsulation scheme is
shown in Fig. 26.

Fig. 26: Scheme of a typical laminated module structure.

Most PV bulk silicon PV modules consist of a transparent top surface, an encapsulant,
the solar cells, a rear layer and a frame around the outer edge. In most modules, the top
surface is glass, the encapsulant is EVA (ethyl vinyl acetate) and in most modules, a thin
polymer sheet, typically Tedlar, is used as the rear surface (Fig. 26).
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3.1.1 Front surface material
According to PV Education [PVE]: “the front surface of a PV module must have a
high transmission in the wavelengths which can be used by the solar cells in the PV module.
For silicon solar cells, the top surface must have high transmission of light in the wavelength
range of 350 nm to 1200 nm. In addition, the reflection from the front surface should be low.
While theoretically this reflection could be reduced by applying an anti-reflection coating to
the top surface, in practice these coatings are not robust enough to withstand the conditions in
which most PV systems are used. An alternative technique to reduce reflection is to "roughen"
or texture the surface. However, in this case the dust and dirt is more likely to attach itself to
the top surface, and less likely to be dislodged by wind or rain. These modules are not
therefore "self-cleaning", and the advantages of reduced reflection are quickly outweighed by
losses incurring due to increased top surface soiling.
In addition to its reflection and transmission properties, the top surface material should
be impervious to water, should have good impact resistance, should be stable under prolonged
UV exposure and should have a low thermal resistivity. Water or water vapor ingress into a
PV module will corrode the metal contacts and interconnects, and consequently will
dramatically reduce the lifetime of the PV module. In most modules the front surface is used
to provide the mechanical strength and rigidity, therefore either the top surface or the rear
surface must be mechanically rigid in order to support the solar cells and the wiring.
There are several choices for a top surface material including acrylic, polymers and
glass. Tempered, low iron-content glass is most commonly used as it is low cost, strong,
stable, highly transparent, impervious to water and gases and has good self-cleaning
properties. A normal glass thickness is about 3.2 mm” [PVE].

3.1.2 Encapsulant
As can be found in PV Education [PVE]: “an encapsulant is used to provide adhesion
between the solar cells, the top surface and the rear surface of the PV module. The
encapsulant should be stable at elevated temperatures and high UV exposure. It should also be
optically transparent and should have a low thermal resistance. EVA is the most commonly
used encapsulant material. EVA comes in thin sheets which are inserted between the solar
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cells and the top surface and the rear surface. This sandwich is then heated to 150 °C for
about 15 minutes to polymerize the EVA and bond the module together”.

3.1.3 “Identical” solar cells
Ideally, the cells in a module would exhibit identical characteristics and the module IV curve would exhibit the same shape as that of the individual cells, with a change in scale of
the axes. Therefore, for N cells in series and M cells in parallel,

  qV  
I total = MI L − MI 0 exp total  − 1
  nkTN  

(18)

In practice, all cells have unique characteristics, and the module output is limited by
that of the cell with the lowest output. The difference between the maximum output of the
component cells and the output actually achieved is called the mismatch loss [WEN].

3.1.4 Rear surface
According to PV Education [PVE]: “the key characteristics of the rear surface of the
PV module are that it must have low thermal resistance and that it must prevent the ingress of
water or water vapor. In most modules, Tedlar is used as the rear surface. Some PV modules,
such as bifacial modules are designed to accept light from the front and the rear of the solar
cell. In bifacial modules both the front and the rear must be optically transparent”.
We have characterized different foils, used for subsequent experiments for outdoor
measurements. Most of the foils are especially designed for photovoltaic approaches and for
this reason they are quite stable in their reflection, absorption and transmission properties over
the whole visible wavelength range, as shown in Fig. 27.
We also searched for materials with reflecting characteristics that are similar to what
can be found in nature. The first foil is black (A) and the reflectivity of this foil varies from
6% to 8%, similar to what is observed for dark wet soil. Two white foils with reflectance
varying from 65-74% (B) and from 78-83% (C) respectively correspond to reflectance of
fresh snow. Finally, the reflectivity of the beige foil (D) shows strong wavelength
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dependence. It can vary from 20-60% approximately and this reflection range is comparable
to the reflection generated by sand in a desert [CD4].

Fig. 27: Measured reflectance of some of the foil used for our experiments.

Another interesting rear foil for our experiments is transparent. This was also
characterized, showing a reflectance of about 10% and a transmission of 90%, integrated over
the wavelength range of 300-1500 nm.
The “natural” values show a large inhomogeneity and they are valid for certain climatic
conditions. Nevertheless these values are typical for certain areas of the planet and have been
measured during years under different circumstances [AHR].
The foils used in our case differ from these variations. Especially the impact of
humidity, playing an important role in nature is eliminated and therefore stable reflection
properties can be supposed during the time of the experiments.

3.1.5 Frame
A final structural component of the module is the edging or framing of the module. A
conventional PV module frame is typically made of aluminum. The frame structure should be
free of projections which could result in the accumulation of water, dust or other matter.
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3.2 Bifacial PV mini-modules, different rear foils
Bifacial solar cells are employed in double- sided transparent modules, taking
advantage of the natural albedo from the place where they are mounted in order to increase
their power output.
“Albedo or reflection coefficient is the diffuse reflectivity or reflecting power of a
surface. It is defined as the ratio of reflected radiation from the surface to incident radiation
upon it [WIK].”
When a bifacial module is mounted in a highly reflecting environment, the light
conversion and power generation will not only be driven by the illumination from the front
side of the device, but also from reflected light which is penetrating the module from the rear
side.
If these conditions are not fulfilled and there is no space between the module and the
reflecting surface (for example on a roof) an alternative could be to laminate the module with
a highly reflecting surface instead of a transparent rear foil. With this, the rear contribution
will be constant and comparable to monofacial modules with an elevated level.
Different back sheets have been tested in mini modules, investigating the QE and IV
characteristics in every case.
In this section of the investigation, the aim is to predict how a bifacial module will
behave under unusual lamination conditions.

3.2.1 QE measurements
We have manufactured mini-modules representing one laminated solar cell using
different back foils. The reflecting surfaces and back sheets have been previously
characterized with respect to their reflection absorption and transmission properties.
Fig. 28 presents the spectral response of a central 2x2 cm2 spot of the bifacial cell
before and after lamination and for a back sheet with low reflectance. It was found that the
short wavelengths are absorbed in the range of 300-350 nm by the glass and EVA of the
module covering the initial solar cell on the front side. The low reflecting back sheet absorbs a
large part of the long wavelengths that pass through the solar cell without contributing to the
generation of electron hole pairs in the bulk. Instead of optical reflection back into the device
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the rear foil absorbs this light and therefore the quantum response is decreased in the long
wavelength range (from 900-1200 nm).
On the other hand, if the back sheet is highly reflecting, it increases the initially
measured value almost along the whole range of wavelengths.
For this experiment solar cells were used providing almost the same efficiency if
operated with the pn junction on the front or on the rear side of the device.

Fig. 28: Spectral response of bifacial solar cell before and after lamination with a black back-sheet of
lowest reflectance. The glass encapsulation cuts short wavelengths and the low reflective back sheet
reduces the initial values (measured on a brass chuck).

3.2.2 I-V measurements
A set of bifacial solar cells was long term stabilized and characterized. Before
lamination in single cell mini modules the cells were sorted into three groups of five cells
each. For the front side standard tempered glass 15.0x15.0 cm2 with a thickness of 3.0 mm
was used while for the rear side a non-transparent back sheet was applied. EVA served as
encapsulant.
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The solar cell presents a pseudo square shape with a size of 12.5x12.5 cm2 and a
diagonal of 15.0 cm. The resulting mini module has a size of 15.0х15.0 cm2. The solar cell is
laminated in the middle of the mini module.
A frame was built to cover the non-active area of the mini module, as depicted in Fig.
29. With this device it is possible to measure in two modes: only by the illumination of the net
cell area, or illuminating the complete area of the mini module. Each group was measured
before and after lamination. Table 14 presents the parameters of one representative sample for
each laminated back sheet.

Fig. 29: One cell mini module and frame to cover the non-active area.

For the black foil a reduction in power output is obtained. As values before lamination
refer to measurements on a standard brass chuck, the reduced reflectivity of the foil explains
the deviation.
For the white foils an increase in power output of up to 1% is visible if the illuminated
area is restricted by the mask to the active area of the solar cell. In the case that the mini
module is completely illuminated (15.0x15.0 cm2), the elevated reflections on the surface of
the glass and the rear foil boost the power output up to 8.2%.
The open circuit voltage and the fill factor remain almost constant, while the
determinant parameter is the short circuit current. It is important to mention that the solar cell
was measured before lamination with the same contacts as after lamination and therefore we
have to expect that the fill factor remains unchanged.
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Table 14: I-V measurements for different rear foils. Before lamination,
illumination of the cell area only and illumination of the complete mini module.
Relative variation to the power output before lamination.

Cell 1 before lamination

Voc

Jsc

FF

Pout

Rel. Pout

[V]

[A]

[%]

[W]

variation [%]

0.603

5.20

66.6

2.09

N/A

Lamination Black foil A
Illumination cell area

0.602

4.97

67.1

2.01

-3.9

Illumination module

0.602

5.06

66.8

2.03

-2.7

Cell 2 before lamination

0.588

4.86

67.9

1.94

N/A

Lamination White foil B
Illumination cell area

0.590

4.87

67.9

1.95

+0.4

Illumination module

0.592

5.27

67.2

2.1

+7.4

Cell 3 before lamination

0.587

4.84

67.7

1.93

N/A

Lamination White foil C
Illumination cell area

0.588

4.85

68.0

1.94

+0.6

Illumination module

0.591

5.28

67.4

2.1

+8.2
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3.3

Double side transparent bifacial PV module
Some of the current bifacial PV module manufacturers are Sanyo, Hitachi, B-Solar,

Isofoton, Day4Energy, Prism Solar and Solar Wind among others. They use various cell
concepts such as HIT bifacial solar cell, p or n-type bifacial solar cells. The construction is
similar but not the same, leading to differences in performance and appearance. Nevertheless,
all of these manufacturers use double side transparent encapsulation.
The application for this module type is also diverse, in some case to use them in desert
areas as well as for building integrated PV (see Section 4.4).
To measure bifacial PV modules there is no standard, the same restriction as for
bifacial solar cells. One technique to measure one side of a bifacial module, used by several
manufacturers, is placing a black curtain behind the module. In this way, almost no light
reflected can enter the rear side.

3.3.1 Construction
The construction of the modules was done at Solaris (Croatia). Two main
configurations for packing density were built. A very compact configuration for this cell type
was taken in order to optimize the area efficiency. Fig. 30 presents the scheme of the bifacial
module. Standard module glass has been used on the front side, while a clear transparent
backsheet was applied to the rear side. Standard EVA served as encapsulant.

3.3.2 Packing density
According to PV Education [PVE]: “the packing density of solar cells in a PV module
refers to the area of the module that is covered with solar cells compared to that which is
blank. The packing density affects the output power of the module as well as its operating
temperature. The packing density depends on the shape of the solar cells used. For example,
single crystalline solar cells are round or semi-square, while multicrystalline silicon wafers
are usually square”.
Two modules with 91 and 62% packing density were used. Cells and construction
materials were identical.
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Figure 30: Scheme of the constructed bifacial module.

Similar results in the same order of magnitude were obtained with this new packing of
the cells, suggesting no clearly visible benefit of the module expansion.

Figure 31: Picture of the modules with different packing density.
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According to PV Education [PVE]: “sparsely packed cells in a module with a white
rear surface can also provide marginal increases in output via the "zero depth concentrator"
effect, illustrated in Fig. 32. Some of the light striking regions of the module between cells
and cell contacts is scattered and channeled to active regions of the module”.
In our case the back foil is transparent and the cells are more separate in the second
module. We wanted to measure if there is an influence when more light is passing through the
module and being reflected onto the underlying surface. The effective area however, is the
same in both cases because the number of cells and their size in both cases is the same.

Figure 32: The "zero-depth concentration effect" in modules
with sparsely packed cells and a reflecting rear surface [PVE].

We have found there is no measured difference in the modules performance if the
packing density is different, since the zero-depth concentration effect is not observed.

3.3.3 Measurement of temperature coefficients
In our outdoor measurements, these coefficients are needed to correct the measured
values according to a standardized temperature.
Temperature coefficients for cells are typically measured by placing the cell on a
temperature controlled test fixture, illuminating the cell with a solar simulator, measuring the
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cell’s current-voltage (I-V) curve over a range of cell temperatures, and then calculating the rate
of change of the desired parameter with temperature [KI2].
Coefficients for modules can be measured either indoors with a solar simulator or
outdoors under operational conditions [KI2].

3.3.4 The data collection system for outdoor measurements
We used an integrated system which allows us doing simultaneous measurements for
several modules. The measured parameters for all data points are module performance and IV curves, the temperature of the cell in the module and the solar radiation chosen
perpendicular to the module surface.
With this data and the temperature coefficients (3.3.3) it is possible to normalize the
measured values to standard test conditions (STC). All the presented data in this work were
analyzed and corrected to STC: 1000 W/m2 for irradiance and 25°C temperature.
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3.4 Measurement results
Bifacial modules are designed to capture the existing albedo of a region using the front
side as well as the rear side of the device to increase the performance. This type of module is
not commonly installed on roofs, and shows best suitability for ground mounting areas where
light can be reflected by a surface and can be collected at the rear side.
It is known that the space between the module and the reflecting surface plays an
important role in the power output gain [HEZ] and the homogeneity of the collected reflected
light increases with this distance [KRE].
In this work we have used three types of bifacial modules and three different reflecting
ground rear foils, representing surfaces similar to what can also be found in nature, to
demonstrate the potential of these devices (See Section 3.1.4).

3.4.1 Outdoor measurements with two different back surfaces
The module was mounted with an inclination of 30° azimuth direction south in the
province of Padova, Italy, with the lower part of the module 30 cm above the ground.
To test the influence of the rear reflectance in this type of modules, three
configurations were used. The first includes a 90% reflectance surface on the bottom of the
mounted module; the second is shown in Fig. 33 with grass as reflecting surface. In the third
configuration the rear side of the module was covered, avoiding any rear reflection. This last
configuration was chosen to compare this module as close as possible with a standard solar
cell module, since no additional light penetrates the module from the rear side.
During several hours of a day, the following parameters were recorded once an hour:
solar radiation, temperature of the module (about 60°C), Isc, Voc and ambient temperature
(about 30°C). The chosen day (August) was sunny and not windy. Power output was
calculated from these measured parameters, and is depicted in Fig. 34 according to the day
time.
Considering the maximum peak at 13:25 h and a solar radiation of 950 W/m2, as
presented in the Table 15, the power output of the module with no reflection is 27.75 W. If the
reflecting surface is grass then the power output is increased by 7% but this benefit is even
enhanced to 17 % if the ground is 90% reflective.
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The average gain during the monitored day hours compared to the configuration with
no reflection is 8% above grass and 19% if the surface is 90% reflective.

Figure 33: Picture of the module installation in Italy.

Figure 34: Power output measurements during day hours, for 3 different reflectance surfaces:
90% reflective surface, grass and no reflectance from the rear side.
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Table 15: Outdoor measurements for a bifacial module with two different reflections from the rear side
due to changed environment of the module compared to no reflection from the rear side.
Jsc

Voc

Pmpp

Rel

[A]

[V]

[W]

Variation

No reflection

4.4

8.5

26.1

N/A

Reflection from grass

4.7

8.6

28.1

7.5%

Reflecting surface of 90%

5.3

8.6

31.7

21.4%

3.4.2 Different reflecting surfaces
The measurements were performed in the city of Konstanz (coordinates 47°49′N
8°53′E) in south Germany during one week in August. The presented values are averaged
during one day. The module was facing south with an inclination angle of approximately 30°.
The underlying surface cannot be considered as infinite, but it was large enough to reflect an
appropriate amount of light.
Three measurements were recorded for every reflecting surface: a) only front side
(monofacial) by covering the rear side of the module, b) only rear side, covering the front side
of the module and c) bifacial. Table 16 presents a summary for Jsc and a comparison for
monofacial (only front) vs. bifacial.
Table 16: Module measurements of Jsc for different reflecting surfaces and the percentage difference
between monofacial and bifacial measurements for front side illumination.

Rear

Front

[A]

[A]

[A]

[%]

Black A

0.27

4.62

4.77

3.2

Beige D

0.33

4.60

4.84

5.0

White C

0.46

4.65

5.05

7.9

Reflecting surface
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Bifacial Difference

The increase in current has a linear dependence vs. reflectivity of the underlying
surface. Major peaks are detected during different irradiation conditions showing up to 20%,
not visible in the standardized and averaged results.
It is also possible to notice an effect, since the direct addition of front and rear current
is always higher than the measured bifacial value. This mismatch varies inversely with the
reflectivity of the underlying surface.

3.4.3 Underlying area measurements
Fig. 35 presents the lateral view of a scheme to measure the underlying area effect on
bifacial solar cells. A small module with area A1 = w1 ⋅ w1 was placed in a fixed distance

a = w1 from the underlying surface, keeping the module always parallel to the surface. This
surface is highly reflecting as presented in Fig. 27, white C.
To simplify matters, we kept the incident angle α always constant and approximately
30° with respect to the reflecting surface. To do this, the measurements have to be fast, so the
natural movement of the sun does not affect the measurements. The angle was calculated from
the projection of the shadow of the module over the reflecting surface.
Once we achieved the desired position we changed the area of the underlying surface
A2 = w2 ⋅ w2 by changing the area side w2 .

For every area side w2 , the I-V characteristics of the module were measured under
three conditions: front side only, rear side only and bifacial mode.
The summary of these results for Jsc is shown in Fig. 36, including also a comparison
with the mathematically added values front plus rear.
While the underlying area side w2 increases, the front side measurement remains
constant and only the rear and therefore the bifacial mode changes. A saturation can be
observed at approximately six times the module width ( w2 = 6 ⋅ w1 ), or in other words at 36
times the module area.
For values of power output the same saturation behavior is observed.
The visible gain is up to 29% relative from a small underlying area compared to an
area larger than 36 times the small area. From this value on, the surface can be considered as
“infinite” since a larger area will not affect the results.
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The comparison between monofacial and large underlying area in bifacial mode shows
an increase in current up to 35% relative.
It is also interesting to note that the addition of the values front and rear side is higher
than the measured bifacial mode. This is due to a saturation effect of the device, as it is
impossible to convert all the light simultaneously.
This study suggests to be extended to a non parallel position of the module with
respect to the surface. This would be a more real case since PV modules are not mounted
parallel to the surface, but at a certain angle. Our case is a simplified model, but new
experiments are planned to study this effect in a more real situation.

Fig. 35: Scheme of the lateral view for the area experiment (not to scale).
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Fig. 36: Current of the mini module for different area side w2 in three modes:
bifacial, front and rear. Front plus rear side addition as reference.
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Summary of Chapter III

Within this work we identified and quantified the influence of several different back
sheet configurations on IV- and QE measurements for bifacial solar cells and modules. A
comparison of these results with those obtained for module laminates with different back
sheets and glass rear sides will yield a basis for accurate performance predictions of bifacial
photovoltaic outdoor installations.
The contribution of the rear side has been measured and it can be up to 1% in Jsc
(Chapter II). To take advantage of this effect, bifacial solar cells can be laminated using a
high reflecting rear foil. In this case the increase can be up to 8% comparing the cell before
and after lamination. When we use a black foil for lamination, a reduction of about 3%
relative in efficiency is observed.
Depending on the reflectivity of the underlying surface, an average increase of up to
7.9% (relative) of the bifacial mode compared to the monofacial mode can be observed.
However, higher values of up to 20% have been measured in our experiment.
Comparing the reflectivity of our foils with naturally occurring reflectivities, we can
predict an increase of up to 3% relative in the bifacial mode compared to monofacial mode
with dark soil as a reflector. For sand or fresh snow the corresponding numbers are expected
to be 5% and 8% respectively.
The size of the underlying area exposed to direct sunlight plays also an important role.
We have found that the usable area to reflect the light is 36 times the area of the module. For
this type of modules it is important to consider a wide separation for installation to take
advantage of the reflection of the natural surface.
These results are a contribution to understand the behavior of bifacial PV modules
under certain conditions and to improve the albedo collection.
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Chapter IV

Applications of Bifacial Solar Cells and Modules

Bifacial solar cells and modules are an excellent candidate to achieve the required
standards for space and other specific applications. Some of these applications will be shown
in this chapter to show the potential of this concept. They have been taken directly from other
authors, experts in the field.
According to Hardingham [HAR]: “when first developed, photovoltaic cells were
suitable only for space applications, owing to their high cost. Solar cells continue to be used
to power spacecraft, satellites and remotely-controlled vehicles on Mars. As can be expected,
because of the importance of high reliability, space applications require extremely high
quality control and standards of production. Efficiency of the solar cells is also of importance
because of the weight and area limitations on spacecraft”.
Later, the use of bifacial solar modules in solar trackers and concentrators prevailed
several years. The intention was to maximize the performance of the system including moving
parts or by placing a cheap reflecting material underneath.
The focus completely changed after the discovery of the “natural” albedo collection.
Since then, the bifacial solar systems have been studied to understand their maximum
performance to better profit from their use.
A more modern application is building integrated PV (BIPV). In this case, the idea is
the replacement of construction materials for solar modules.
The advantages of using bifacial cells are multiple and some of the applications very
specific, e. g. architectural, awnings, balconies, bus shelters, carports, deck and porch
coverings, fences, façades, tracking systems, BIPV, roof mount, walkway covers, among
others.
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4.1

Space applications
“In space, bifacial cells offer a lower solar absorbance, reduced operating temperature,

high power/weight ratio, and increased sunlight collection from the Earth's albedo [CUE].”
The power gains anticipated by Bordina et al. [BO3] were confirmed by space tests
performed in 1974. 10kW bifacial space arrays are still in use at the International Space
Station [LET], where they have shown a 10-20% increased power generation.
In 2012 Grigorieva [GRI] presented the results of an investigation on bifacial Si cells
for space applications, showing that the cells are able to supply 15-45% more energy than
regular Si cells on LEO space craft. An equivalent efficiency of 25% was presented. The
technology of space bifacial cells was based on the combination of thermal P diffusion for n+
layer doping and B ion implantation for p+ layer doping.
The results compared to monofacial showed that bifacial cells, absorb less infrared
light and thus they can operate at lower temperature in space.

Fig. 37: Bifacial Si solar arrays were mounted on spacecrafts “Zarya” and “Zvezda” of Russian
segment of the ISS [GRI]. Picture from the Research-Production Enterprise KVANT.
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4.2

Solar trackers and concentrators
According to Danish Solar Energy [DAN]: “Polar axis solar tracker and/or tracking

concentrator are always mounted on high support structures (to avoid contact of the rotating
PV array with the ground). It improves back side energy collection in comparison with fixed
PV arrays or even roof integrated PV modules. The energy gain can be in the range 10-15%
(for typical albedo 0.3). Air-flow around the modules and corresponding cooling is improved
as well (especially in comparison with roof integrated modules).
It is very advantageous that bifacial PV modules, transparent for infrared radiation, has
lower operating temperature against monofacial ones (about 5-9°C). It is especially
advantageous by solar trackers and tracking soft concentrators where PV modules are exposed
to higher solar radiation than on fixed racks. Measured temperature of bifacial Si PV modules
on a tracker was usually lower by 5-8°C than that of roof integrated monofacial Si modules.
The reduced temperature of bifacial modules can also increase the energy gain by 2-5%.”
“Where it is essential that the bifacial cells are mounted in close proximity to a surface
it is possible to obtain radiation on the back of the cells by incorporating reflectors within the
panel itself [EDM]. The simplest integrated reflector is a semi-circular reflector centered on
each edge of each array within the panel as shown in fig. 38.

Fig. 38: Scheme of cylindrical reflectors that can be integrated with flat panels
to increase the radiation on the rear surface of bifacial solar cells [EDM].

The spacing of the cell arrays within the panel equals the width of the array and the
diameter of each semi-circular reflector. The geometry of the circular arc is such that all light
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rays penetrating the space between the arrays is reflected onto the rear surface of the arrays.
The special density of the cells within the panel is halved but the thickness of the panel is
increased by only a few centimeters and such panels can be close packed against a surface in a
similar manner to conventional panels [EDM].” The increased power output using this system
was over 25%.
In 2003 Uematsu et al. [UEM] introduced a static concentrator flat plate solar panel
equipped with bifacial PV and V-groove reflector (Fig 39). It can be considered as a low
concentrator and the distance of the bifacial PV from the V-groove reflector affects the
concentration ratio.
The results using this system showed 82% increase in optical collection efficiency.

Fig. 39: Scheme of a static concentrator flat plate solar panel [UEM].
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4.3

Terrestrial applications, albedo collection
Some of the factors affecting the rear contribution can be referred to the illumination

conditions such as sun elevation, diffused/global radiation ratio, albedo of underlying surface;
or referred to the module and system parameters such as rear/front efficiency, module
inclination (tilt), distance between rows, stand alone/field system, module elevation above
underlying surface, among others [EIS]. The use of bifacial modules is advantageous for both
sunny and cloudy climates since the scattered light at the atmosphere can be collected.
The initial thrust for using bifacial cells on Earth was to use flat mirrors that directed
sunlight towards the rear side, as already proposed by Mori in 1961 [MOI] and later
implemented by Chevalier and Chambouleyron [C&C].
“The Madrid group focused on adapting to photovoltaics the compound parabolic
concentrators (CPC) invented by Winston [WIN]. These CPC concentrators could be
completely stationary and collect a significant fraction of diffuse radiation. With bifacial cells
the concentration factor inside the silicon can be twice as high (up to 6, not accounting for
losses) as for a conventional cell [LUQ].”
According to [OOS]: “most of the research groups focused on cheap reflectors to be
used for rear side absorption of bifacial modules in contrast with monofacial ones. This was
inspired by the idea of substituting high cost photovoltaic material by low cost reflectors”.
Early in 1980 Cuevas [CUE] found a much simpler and effective way to exploit the
advantages of bifacial cells. The “discovery” happened rather fortuitously, when the outdoor
measurements of a particular bifacial BSF cell gave an apparent efficiency close to 20%.
There was no longer a need for mirrors or concentrators since collecting the albedo, either
natural or artificially enhanced, was much easier.
“An experiment was set up imitating a wall and the adjacent ground: two wooden
planks were painted matte white and placed at a 90 degree angle, as shown in Figure 40. The
PV module was a black-painted piece of plywood, with a hole in the centre where the bifacial
cell was placed. Two more cells placed on the front and back of the mock PV module, served
to measure the light incident on the front and rear sides. Measurements were taken every hour
on two days with vastly different climatic conditions, clear and overcast sky. The results were
phenomenal: the bifacial “module” produced approximately 50% more power than the
conventional one [CVS].” A few months later, the measurements were repeated in the
summer solstice, still giving a 34% improvement at noon, the lowest point during the day.
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Even without the vertical wall the improvement was still 26% at noon (and up to 100% in the
early hours) [CUE].
Once the albedo collection capability was demonstrated, an innovative project was
developed by the spanish company Iberdrola. It was located near Madrid in Spain. The
installed power was approximately 0.1 MW [IBE]. In this project the ground was painted
white, as can be seen in Fig. 41 (middle) to increase the albedo collection using bifacial solar
cells. There were two more installations next to the bifacial installation with normal (not
painted) reflecting ground, used for comparison. Unfortunately, the installation was already
removed and no current data could be found to be used for this chapter.

Fig. 40: Experimental set up used to demonstrate albedo collection with bifacial cells [CVS].
Dimensions in cm.

Fig. 41: Aerial photography (from Suravia S. A.) of the solar park at the experimental center Iberdrola
where the ground was painted white to increase the albedo collection [IBE].
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4.4

BIPV
According to Strong [STR]: “Building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) are

photovoltaic materials that are used to replace conventional building materials in parts of the
building envelope such as the roof, skylights, or facades” (See Fig. 42). “They are
increasingly being incorporated into the construction of new buildings as a principal or
ancillary source of electrical power, although existing buildings may be retrofitted with BIPV
modules as well. The advantage of integrated photovoltaics over more common nonintegrated systems is that the initial cost can be offset by reducing the amount spent on
building materials and labor that would normally be used to construct the part of the building
that the BIPV modules replace. These advantages make BIPV one of the fastest growing
segments of the photovoltaic industry [WIK].”

Fig. 42: Photography of a passing-light roof using bifacial solar modules from Sanyo [HIT].
Picture from Phat Energy.

In some cases, a space is needed between solar modules and the building construction
to cool down the temperature of the modules with ventilation or cool water. This presents an
excellent opportunity to use bifacial solar modules and reflecting materials.
Hezel [HEZ] introduced in 2003 a novel multifunctional sun-shading element using
bifacial silicon solar cells. The PV sun-shading element consists of a set of parallel strings
made up of 10 bifacial solar cells, 10x10 cm in size (see Fig. 43).
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“The individual strings are arranged about one cell-width apart from each other. At
roughly the same distance behind the module, a white, semitransparent reflector sheet is
placed so that both the light falling directly on the front side as well as the light reflected by
the sheet onto the rear side of the cell is utilized for electricity production. In addition,
depending on the transmittance, glare-free diffuse light passes through the semitransparent
plate into the room behind. The results showed that using this arrangement a 37% elevated
output power compared to monofacial systems can be obtained [HEZ].”

Fig. 43: Schema of the multifunctional PV sun-shading element with bifacial solar cells
and semitransparent reflector sheet [HEZ].

In other applications, bifacial solar cells can be used to power and protect antennas
since they are “transparent” to long wavelengths.
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4.5

Vertical module, photovoltaic noise barriers
According to Nordmann et al. [NOR]: “photovoltaic noise barriers (PVNB) along

motorways and railways permit today one of the most economic applications of gridconnected PV with the additional benefits of large scale plants (typical installed power: more
than 100 kWp) and no extra land consumption [NOR]. The idea of using PV on NB was
lanced in Switzerland and still is the country with the highest installed PV power capacity in
the world. The technology profits from a big interest and goodwill by many people”.
As can be found in [N&C]: “the 8 kWp Aubrugg plant (Figure 44) is located near
Zurich, on a north–south motorway flyover and is the world’s first PVNB bifacial plant. The
modules are bifacial prototypes and act as sound reflecting elements. One side is exposed to
the morning sun and the other to afternoon sun. In theory the annual yield should be equal to
or higher than the yield of a south-facing array. Owing to the cell design and manufacturing
process the back surface has a slightly lower efficiency. The annual performance is therefore
somewhat lower than might be expected for a fully symmetric bifacial array”.

Figure 44: Bifacial Zurich Aubrugg plant with bifacial technology [N&C].
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Joge et al. [JOG] have reported the calculated daily generated power distribution on an
annual basis for a bifacial photovoltaic solar module set up vertically and north to south
(Bifacial: S-N/90°), a bifacial photovoltaic solar module set up vertically and east to west
(Bifacial: E-W/90°), a monofacial photovoltaic solar module set up at a 30° angle and facing
south (Monofacial: S/30°), and a monofacial photovoltaic solar module set up at a 90° angle
and facing south (Monofacial: S/90°). “The bifacial module set up vertically and facing east–
west starts generating power early in the morning, has two peaks, one in the morning and one
in the afternoon, and produces power into the evening. The integrated value for this curve, in
other words the value equivalent to the annual generated power, represents an amount of
power close to the output for a monofacial module set up facing south and at the optimal
angle. Fig. 45 represents the results [JOG].”

Fig. 45: Simulation results on daily generated power distribution of vertically installed bifacial
modules compared with monofacial modules and conventionals [JOG].

According to Joge et al. [JOG]: “the results confirmed that the annual power output
from the bifacial photovoltaic solar module set up vertically was almost constant regardless of
the angle used, was over 90% of that of a monofacial module facing south and tilted
optimally, and was over 130% of that of one facing south and set up vertically. The approach
of setting up bifacial modules vertically overturns common sense about conventional solar
power generation, greatly eases the limits on design, and minimizes the amount of space
needed for installation”.
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Summary of Chapter IV

Bifacial modules are versatile and they always present a higher performance if
compared to monofacial modules. The elevated performance of these modules will depend on
the application they are used.
The author has reported over 20% increased performance compared to monofacial
when the modules are measured on a highly reflecting environment (Section 3.4.2). Various
authors have presented between 5-50% elevated performances.
First applications of bifacial PV modules were for space. The idea was to collect some
extra light using reflectors or collecting the natural albedo from the Earth.
In a second stage, the approach was to use bifacial modules trackers systems, in
concentrators and cheap reflectors to direct light to the rear side of the devices. This was not
longer indispensable after Cuevas [CVS] reported a 50% more power output from an albedocollecting flat panel using bifacial solar cells. The focus was then directed to optimize the
albedo collection and to understand how much improvement can be expected.
Interesting BIPV applications were shown, useful because bifacial systems can replace
construction material and structures, being also part of an energy solution for cities.
Sound barriers and vertical installation of bifacial solar systems presented an
innovative application for this type of devices. The increased power output in this case will
depend on their spatial installation. Nevertheless, the results will always be higher than
compared to monofacial systems.
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Summary

Economic growth is bound to energy consumption. Because anthropogenic emissions
of carbon dioxide result primarily from the combustion of fossil fuels, energy consumption is
at the center of the climate change debate.
The goals of the European Union for 2020 were set: “the renewable energies should
have a 20% share of the total energy production and the overall CO2 emission should be
reduced by 20%” [ERE].
One way to achieve the proposed international goals is the use of photovoltaic solar
energy. The growth rate of PV during 2011 reached almost 70%, an outstanding level among
all renewable technologies [EPI].
This work is based on crystalline silicon and it explains the necessary processing steps
to create a bifacial solar cell from a crystalline silicon substrate.
Different structures for bifacial solar cells can be obtained using different processes.
One of these structures was explained in detail, describing every step of the process to
understand how the pn+, the pp+ junctions and the metal contacts are formed. It also explained
the processing details to clean the silicon substrates before and after processing and most of
the chemical reactions involved.
The most decisive step in our process was the boron diffusion; it marked the difference
to the standard solar cell process and it also represented the major challenge.
After several attempts of process sequences and optimization of most fabrication steps,
a final device was presented. It was published in 2010 by the author. The device can be
manufactured with good reproducibility and reliability of the results in large quantities, within
a small range of satisfactory efficiencies for the front side as well as for the rear side.
We processed the first batch of 50 solar cells in 2008 obtaining 15.3% efficiency for
the front side and 9.9% for the rear side. After the optimization of most processing steps, the
best efficiency was 17.3% and 15% for the front and rear side of the device, respectively. The
process was stable and could be extended up to 200 cells per batch.
The total light induced degradation of the cells was less than 2% in average for the
front and rear side, fulfilling the requirements for solar cell industry.
A novel concept was applied for the first time to this type of device. The laser doping
technique was tested over boron diffused substrates and solar cells were further processed.
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Combining our standard process with the laser doping, solar cell efficiencies of 18% for the
front side and 17% for the rear side can be reached.
An important challenge of special interest was the way these devices are measured. A
solution and guideline was proposed to avoid mistakes when measuring bifacial solar cells
and other light passing-through devices.
We presented the most used characterization techniques for solar cells. These are I-V
curve and spectral response. To characterize bifacial solar cells realistically it is necessary to
consider the structure of the devices and their interaction with the measurement system.
We identified and quantified the influence of different chuck reflectances for bifacial
solar cells, which can be up to 1% in short circuit current and efficiency.
An alternative for bifacial measurement and quick classification of bifacial solar cells
was presented. It allowed simultaneous front and rear illumination and gave more
comprehensive information of the bifacial solar cell performance.
It is important to mention that, there is no measuring standard yet for bifacial solar
cells. We believe our study is a contribution to further define these standards.
Selecting some of the finished bifacial solar cells we constructed bifacial solar
modules, using different transparent rear foil sheets. Measurements using these modules were
performed in Italy and in the city of Konstanz. Under several measurement conditions, the
modules have exceeded our expectations of performance showing their maximum potential.
Bifacial solar cells were laminated using a high reflecting rear foil. In this case the
increase can be up to 8% comparing the cell before and after lamination. When we used a
black foil for lamination, a reduction of about 3% relative in efficiency was observed.
When measuring bifacial solar modules the reflectivity of the underlying surface plays
an important role; we have measured an average increase of up to 7.9% (relative) of the
bifacial mode compared to the monofacial mode. The highest increase was 20% in our
experiment.
The size of the underlying area exposed to direct sunlight plays also an important role.
We have found that the usable area to reflect the light is 36 times the area of the module. To
install this type of modules it is better to use a large separation from the ground and between
modules, to take advantage of the reflections from the natural surfaces.
Bifacial modules are versatile and they always present a higher performance compared
to monofacial modules. The elevated performance of these modules will depend on the
application they are used and the albedo amount they may collect.
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First applications of bifacial PV modules were for space. Later, the focus was the
optimization of the albedo collection. Currently, the applications are very varied, being part of
the architecture of a city and contributing to the energy supply.
To conclude, a high efficiency design for bifacial solar cells was presented in this
work. Cells were manufactured, measured and bifacial PV modules were further laminated.
Indoor and outdoor measurement showed the great performance of this concept. Finally, some
applications of these systems were presented.
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Zusammenfassung

Wirtschaftswachstum und Energiekonsum sind eng miteinander verknüpft. Da die
anthropogenen Kohlendioxid-Emissionen hauptsächlich auf die Verbrennung von fossilen
Energieträgern zurückzuführen sind, nimmt der Energieverbrauch eine zentrale Stellung in
der Debatte über den Klimawandel ein.
Die Ziele der Europäischen Union für 2020 wurden wie folgt festgelegt: “Die
erneuerbaren Energien sollen 20% der Gesamt-Energieproduktion ausmachen und die
Kohlendioxid-Emissionen um 20% reduziert werden” [ERE].
Ein Weg, diese international vorgeschlagenen Ziele zu erreichen, ist der Einsatz der
Photovoltaik (PV). Im Jahr 2011 erreichte das jährliche Wachstum von PV beinahe 70%, ein
herausragendes Niveau unter den erneuerbaren Energien [EPI].
Die vorliegende Arbeit basiert auf kristallinen Siliziumsolarzellen und erklärt die
notwendigen Schritte, um eine bifaziale Solarzelle aus einem kristallinen Siliziumsubstrat
herzustellen.
Verschiedenste Strukturen von bifazialen Solarzellen können über unterschiedliche
Prozesse realisiert werden: Eine dieser Strukturen wird hier konkret im Detail erklärt, wobei
jeder Prozess-Schritt beschrieben wird, um zu verstehen, wie die pn+ und pp+ Übergänge und
die Metall-Halbleiter-Kontakte gebildet werden. Außerdem wird die Reinigung des
Siliziumsubstrats vor und nach jedem Prozess-Schritt erklärt sowie die meisten chemischen
Reaktionen, die dabei eine Rolle spielen.
Der entscheidendste Schritt in unserem Prozess ist die Bor-Diffusion. Er ist der
Hauptunterschied zum Standard-Solarzellen-Prozess und auch die größte Herausforderung.
Nach dem Test unterschiedlicher Prozess-Sequenzen und der Optimierung der meisten
Prozess-Schritte konnte eine endgültige Version vorgestellt werden. Diese wurde 2010 von
der Autorin veröffentlicht. Diese Solarzelle kann bei guter Reproduzierbarkeit und
Zuverlässigkeit der Messdaten in großer Zahl hergestellt werden, wobei der Zellwirkungsgrad
der Vorder- als auch der Rückseite zufriedenstellend ist und eine kleine Streuung aufweist.
Wir stellten 2008 die erste Charge von 50 Solarzellen her und erzielten dabei einen
Wirkungsgrad von 15,3 % (Vorderseite) bzw. 9,9 % (Rückseite).
Nach der Optimierung der meisten Zellprozesse lag der beste Wirkungsgrad bei 17.3%
(Vorderseite) bzw. 15% (Rückseite). Der Prozess war stabil und pro Charge konnten bis zu
200 Zellen hergestellt werden.
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Die gesamte lichtinduzierte Degradation (LID) der Zellen lag für die Vorder- und
Rückseite im Mittel unter 2% und erfüllt damit die Anforderungen der Solarzellenindustrie.
Zum ersten Mal wurde ein neues Konzept für diesen Typ von Solarzellen getestet. Die
Technik der Laser-Dotierung wurde auf Substrate mit einer Bor-Dotierung angewandt und
anschließend Solarzellen hergestellt. Die Kombination von Laserdotierung und unserem
Standardprozess führte zu Zellwirkungsgraden von 18% (Vorderseite) bzw.17% (Rückseite).
Die Messung bifazialer Solarzellen stellt eine große Herausforderung dar, die von
besonderem Interesse ist. Eine Lösung und eine Richtlinie werden hier vorgeschlagen, um
Fehler bei der Messung bifazialer Solarzellen und anderer Zellkonzepte, bei denen Licht auf
der Rückseite austritt, zu vermeiden.
Wir stellen die gebräuchlichsten Charakterisierungs-Methoden für Solarzellen vor:
I-V-Messungen und „spectral response“. Um bifaziale Solarzellen realitätsnah zu
charakterisieren, ist es wichtig, die Struktur der Zellen und ihre Wechselwirkung mit dem
Mess-System zu beachten. Wir untersuchten und quantifizierten den Einfluss verschiedener
„Chuck“-Reflexionsgrade; der Einfluss auf Kurzschlussstrom und Wirkungsgrad kann dabei
bis zu 1% relativ betragen.
Ein alternatives Konzept zur Messung und die schnelle Klassifizierung bifazialer
Zellen wurde vorgestellt. Es erlaubt die gleichzeitige Beleuchtung von Vorder- und Rückseite
und liefert umfassendere Informationen zur der Leistung von bifazialen Solarzellen.
Es ist dabei wichtig zu erwähnen, dass zurzeit noch kein Standard für die Messung
von bifazialen Solarzellen existiert. Wir denken, unsere Studie kann dazu beitragen, einen
solchen Standard festzulegen.
Aus den hergestellten bifazialen Solarzellen wurden unter Verwendung verschiedener
transparenter Rückseitenfolien bifaziale Solarmodule hergestellt. Messungen an diesen
Modulen wurden in Italien und in Konstanz durchgeführt. Unter verschiedenen
Messbedingungen haben die Module unsere Erwartungen in Bezug auf die Leistung
übertroffen und ihr maximales Potential gezeigt.
Bifaziale Solarzellen wurden auch mit einer hochreflektiven Rückseitenfolie
einlaminiert. In diesem Fall beträgt der Wirkungsgradgewinn bis zu 8% relativ im Vergleich
zum Zellwirkungsgrad vor der Laminierung. Mit einer schwarzen Rückseitenfolie
beobachteten wir dagegen eine Reduktion von 3% relativ.
Für die Messung bifazialer Solarmodule sind die Reflexionseigenschaften der Fläche
unter dem Modul wichtig. Im Vergleich zu einem rein monofazialen Betrieb haben wir
bifazial im Mittel einen Zuwachs von 7.9% (relativ) gemessen, wobei der höchste gemessene
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Zuwachs in unserem Experiment 20% (relativ) betrug.
Der Anteil der Fläche unter dem Modul, welche der direkten Sonneneinstrahlung
ausgesetzt ist, spielt ebenfalls eine wichtige Rolle. Wir fanden heraus, dass die Fläche, die für
die Reflexion genutzt werden kann, 36-mal so groß wie die Modulfläche ist. Um die
Reflexion des natürlichen Untergrundes optimal zu nutzen, ist es daher besser, die Distanz der
Module untereinander und vom Boden groß zu wählen.
Bifaziale Module sind vielseitig und weisen immer eine höhere Leistung auf als
vergleichbare monofaziale Module. Die höhere Leistung hängt von der Art der Verwendung
und dem Anteil der Albedo ab, den die Module “einfangen” können.
Die Raumfahrt war das erste Anwendungsgebiet für bifaziale Module. Später verschob
sich der Schwerpunkt Richtung optimaler Nutzung der Albedo. Im Moment sind die
Anwendungen sehr unterschiedlich, unter anderem in der Stadtarchitektur, wo sie zur
Energieversorgung beitragen.
Ein bifaziales Solarzellen-Design mit hohem Wirkungsgrad wurde in dieser Arbeit
vorgestellt. Solarzellen wurden hergestellt und gemessen; außerdem wurden bifaziale
Solarmodule laminiert. Messungen unter Laborbedingungen und Freilandmessungen
unterstreichen die gute Leistung dieses Konzepts. Zum Abschluss wurden einige
Anwendungsgebiete für bifaziale Solarmodule präsentiert.
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